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SOUTHWESTERN MONUMENTS PERSONNEL
HEADQUARTERS, Southwestern Monuments, Coalidge, Arizona: Frank Pinkley,
superintendent; Hugh M. Killer, assistant superintendent; Parke Scule,
chief clerk; Millard Sitngerman and Luis A. Gastellum, clerk-stenographers; J. H. Tovrea, assistant engineer; Dale S. King, assistant park
naturalist; Charlie R. Steen, junior park archeologist; Natt N. Dodge,
junior park naturalist; Ira G. Goodwin and William Sharp's, CCC clerks;
F. E. Stonehocker, machinist; J. L. L. 3aehr, utility man.
AREA
FIELD STATIONS
"in Acres
1. Arches - Moab, Utah; Harry Reed, custodian- - - - - - - - 4,520.00
2. Aztec Ruins - Aztec, N. iff.; T.C.Miller, custodian; H.
Summer field Day, park ranger-archeologist - - - - - - - 25.88
3. Bahdeller - Santa Fe, N. M.; C. C. Harkins, Custodian - - 26,026.20
4. Canyon de Chelly - Chin Lee, Ariz.; Johnwill Faris, cu. - 83,840.00
5. Capulin Mountain - Capulin, N. M.; Homer Farr, custodian680.37
6. Casa Grande - Coolidge, Ariz.; A. T. Bicknell, custodian;
• David J. Jones, par.: ranger; John Cocks and James Rogers,
•CCC -guides
.
472.50
7. Chaoo Canyon - Chaco Canyon, N. M.; L.. T. .1 icKinney, .cu. - 21,512.37
8. •Chirioahua - Douglas, Ariz.; Frank L. .Fish, custodian;
• -Homer-Bennett-and Elijah Alton, CCC .guides- - - - - - - - 4,480.00
9.-El Morro - Ramah, N. M.; Robert R. Budlong, custodian - 240.00
10. Gila Cliff Dwellings -• Cliff, N. M. ; No .custodian
160.00
11. Gran Quivira - Gran ouivira, N. !',":.; .George L..Bcundey, cu.
610.94
12.-Hovenweep - T. C. Miller, Aztec, N. Mex., in charge.- - 285.80
13. -Montezuma Castle - Camp Verde, Ariz.; Earl Jackson,.
• custodian; Jesse D. Jennings, park ranger -.-.-.-.- - - 560.00
14. Natural Bridges - Blanding, Utah; Zeke Johnson, custodian 2,740.00
15. Navajo - Kayenta, Ariz.; John Wetherill, custodian;
Milton Wetherill, park ranger-historian - - - - - - - - 360.00
16. Organ Pipe Cactus - Ajo, Arizona; no custodian- - - - - -330,670.00
17.'Pipe Spring -'Moccasin, Ariz.; Leonard Heaton, actg. cu.40.00
18,'Rainhow Bridge - Tonalea, Arizona; no-custodian - - - - 160.00
19. Saguaro - Tucson, Arizona; no custodian - - - - - - - - - 63,284.00
20. Sunset Crater - Flagstaff, Arizona; no custodian- - - - - 3,040.00
21. Tonto - Roosevelt, Ariz.; Thomas Onstott in charge- - - - 1,120.00
22. Tumacbcori - Box 2225, Tucson, Ariz.; L.E.Caywocd, cu.- 10.00
23. Walnut Canyon - Flagstaff, Ariz.; Paul Beaubien, junior
park archeologist - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 960.00
24. WMte Sands - Alamogordo, N. Mc-x. ; Tom Charles, custodian;
James'B. Felton', park'ranger
_ _ _ _ _ _ -142,987.00
25. Wupatki - Flagstaff, Arizona; no custodian- - - - - - - - 35,865.30
26. Yucca House - Cortez,'Colo.; T.C.Miller', Aztec, N. Mex. ,
in charge - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 9 .60
Total Area (in acres) - - -724,659.96
(1,132.2 square miles)
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Dear Mr. Director:

By Frank Pinkley, Superintendent, Southwestern Monuments , Coolidge, Arizona.

We are making a slight change in our monthly report this month,
putting the Superintendent in the leading position with his summary
of the period.
We will try to hold this summary within two pages and cover only
the highest of the high lights for the month. If you are in a hurry,
unable to spend more than three minutes of the month on the Southwestern
Monuments, this "Opening" will tell you of thebest of the good and worst
of the bad breaKS we have had during the month.
Just behind this "Opening" you will find the Condensed Report,
which will be a very short summarization and condensation, never exceeding six pages, of the field reports from the twenty-six monuments
which are handled out of this office.
Following the six pages of the condensed report, you will find .
the Reports from the Men in the Field. These will run about 30 to
40 pages and in them you will find much more detail in the actual
words of the man on the job.
Next we have a Headquarters section where you may learr. what was
done by the various departments at Goolidge during the month and where
data connected with visitors is recorded for inspection and study.
This closes the report proper, but if you stop there you will miss
something. For a long time we Southwestern Monument folk were trying
to keep each other posted on new discoveries, results of work, etc.,
with no very great success until it dawned on me that such material
really constituted a supplemental monthly report to be circulated amongst
ourselves. And so we began tying it on the monthly report as The Supplement . If you can find time to read it, I am sure you will find something of interest in it about us and our wort:, but it is truly a supplement and the report is complete without it.
You will find a convenient Index at the front of the report by
which you can find any section with the flick of an eye and the flip
of a page. Following the index is a Personnel page with the name, job,
and post office address of each of our men and the location and area
of each of our monuments.
Although the report is bulky, we have studied long and hard to
make it readable and quickly accessible to busy people including ourselves, for we use the current copy as a handbook on three desks at
headquarters. It must be remembered, too, that these men among the
Southwestern Monuments have a ri^ht to write a big report; they are
SOUTHWESTERN MONUMENTS
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OPENING (COOT.)
running a big job! 221,000 visitors in 1,132 square miles; 26 areas
scattered over four states!

NOVEMBER
The month as a whole over our district has been almost a normal one.
IVe have heard of one large hotel in Southern Arizona which reports over
a hundred cancellations of winter visitors and of one large dude ranch
which reports over forty cancellations, the majority of these must be
based on the recent market upset in the East., since this was almost all
eastern business coming, west for vacations. .
The weather has been good and the roads are in good condition.
Visitors are using these roads in about the usual numbers for the time
of the year. In the southern part of the district-the quality of the
visitor is improving as is natural at this time of year, but it seems
to us that the grade is a little higher than usual this fall.
Among the personnel changes, our new Chief Clerk, Parke Soule, with
his family,arrived at headquarters during the month ard is settling
down to learning the routine of his position. Ranger Don Erskine was
ready at the end of the month to leave Casa Grande for his new assignment at Boulder Dam. Ranger James Eeiton was transferred during the
month from Tumacacori to White Sands. Custodian Caywood has been absent
from Tumacacori on official business in Berkeley, California. Archeologist Steen has been detailed to special duty at Tumacacori until further orders with the expectation of being there for six months or
more. Joe Shepperd has taken up the road maintenance at White Sands.
Finances have caused us considerable worry during the month. We
had to ask for a change on our outline of work on about ninety percent
of our accounts in order to get ourselves shaken down to the new balance after the ten percent cut was made in our appropriation. We got
approval on this change near the end of the month. We do not yet see
our way clear to the end of the fiscal year but we. are trimming all
the corners and hooing for the best, we are letting the two positions
recently vacated by transfer stand vacant, one for several months and
the other probably for the remainder of the fiscal year in order to
make savings. Such methods will save us money but will throw extra
work on the remainder of the organization and will cut the quality of
service to the public. There was si tply no fat at all in our appropriation when the Bureau of the Budget finished with it and so these
savings are coming right out of our bones.
We are nov. in the process of working over master plans for 15 or
18 of our monuments ana sending them in to the regional office for
re-drafting.

..

Cordially, ^f

/ O' //

J >HvL/l i/ g^/t^tjfeuperintendent.
SOUTHWESTERN MONUMENTS
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CONDENSED REPORT
N WHICH ARE GIVEN THE HIGHLIGHTS OF THE MONTH
Cralidge, Arizona,
December 1, 1937-.
The Director,
National Park Service,
Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr, Director:
The Condensed Report for the month of November, 1937, follows:
Nov.
1937

Nov.
1936

Arches
106
Aztec Ruins
771
Bandelier
982
Canyon de Chelly
*45
Capulin Mountain
*600
Casa Grande
2,664
Chaco Canyon
134
Chiricahua
717
El Morro
190
Gila Cliff Dwell.
*10
Gran Quivira
213
H»venweep
*0
Montezuma Castle
705
Natural Bridges
38
Navajo
2
Organ Pipe Cactus *500
Pipe Spring
200
Rainbow Bridge
*10
Saguaro
*1,600
*183
Sunset Crater
Tonto
250
Tumacaciri
903
Walnut Canyon
544
White Sands
6,328
Wupatki
90
Yucca House
*20
TOTAL
17,805
*E-Stl'matpd

___
654
518
45
600

TRAVEL

Nov.
1935

Travel year
To Date

409
528

• 1,653
'1,915

186

• 30

194

900

1,700
•5,146

2,909

2,165

585
330
78

528
175
45

290

340

. 411

353

445
124

1,439
.147

525
1,444

386
25

0
72
1,400

180

619

267
66

742
205
233

396

500

1,194

1,141

353

334

4,907
• 107

• 93

1,704
1,385
.13,171
. ..-....'.. 175

96 ' .

,

14,283 '

T-

10,452

3,100
. . 1,183

70
... 3a, 264

In general, travel for November may be classed as normal. ..Fine
SOUTHWESTERN MONUMENTS
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CONDENSED-REPORT (OCNT.)

...

.. ' .

. .'

weather.throughput the Seuthwe.ot encouraged visitors to linger, whereas
the seasonal slackening of travel, in the northern areas cut down the attendance at these monuments. A Careful analysis ef the records for this
month, together with a comparison ci these records with those of a year
ago and of last month is made on na^es 3f9-00 c-f this report. Travel
for November showed a healthy increase ever that for October.
COO GENERAL
010 Matters of TJnusual Interest or Importance
E_l ".iorre: An experiment by the custodian is underway to determine
the efficacy Df a solution designed to harden the sandstone thereby reducing the rate jf wear (see p. 352).
idges
Natural Br",
dpes: Henceforth, in accord with a aecisirn rendered,
by the United States Board
Board of
Df Geo
Geographic Names, the natural bridges
" known in the past as Caroline, Euwin, and Augusta will be termed Kachina,
Owachomo, and Sipapu (see p. 396 of Supplement). A party of Utah State
officials investigated the proposed highway route linking Mesa Verde
and Zion National Parks (see p. 354) .
......
White Sands:_ Interest in scdium sulfate deposits has resulted in
studies ty scientific and commercial organizations (see p. 342).
020 Weather
From practically the entire group ci' Southwestern Monuments come
reports of fair weather during the month just past. "Clear", "fine",
"ideal", "unseasonably dry", and "dry and windy" are the adjectives
found throu£hout the reports from the ifield this month.
100 ADMINISTRATION
123 visits by National Park service Personnel
Headquarters: Gal. Miller, Tom Onstott, Lyle Bennett, Erik Reed,
Ward Yeag.er, Auditors Edwards and Brown, Lon
Lor. Garrison
Garrison of Yosemite, Jim.
Brewer-,. .Jim Felton, Frank Russell, Jack Diehl, and Adrey Borrell.
Arches: Superintendent Nusbaum.
Aztec: L. McXinney, J. r'aris, Dale King, Paul Beaubien.
Bandelier: A party of 24 Park Service employees visited Bandolier
on November 14 (for details, see p. 378). Jim Hamilton, C. Rickey, H.
H. Cornell, John Haile, ;•/•. R. Tillotson, C. ?!. Gould, Erik R^ed, J.
Veele, P. C. Lakey, ... B. McDcugal, L. V. Randeau, E. A. Pesonen.
Casa Grande: Bill Stevenson, Eyle Bennett, Erik Reed., Jack Diehl,
Frank Russell, Jack Haile, Adrey Borrell, Lon Garriscn, dard Yeager.
Chaco Canyon: Ward Yeager, Dale
. i n.,, Paul Beaubien, Jack.Diehl,
e ..
King
J. H. Tovrea, Cal. Miller,
. .••
Chiricahua: Hugh filler, ward Yeager, Frank Russell.
Montezuma Castle: Anay and Yen. Clark, Jack Diehl, J. Tovrea.
Natural Bridges:• Harry Reed.
Pipe Spring: A. keuhl, A, E. Borrell, ... F, Hamilton, Christiansen.
Tumacacori: F. Pinkley, Hugh Miller, J. Tovrea, J. Diehl, Mssrs.
Doty and Eastman, C. Maguire.
Walnut Canyon: Cal. Miller, Andy Clark, Dale Ring, Jack Diehl,
J. Tovrea, Erik Reea, C. Richey, and Al. Keuhl.
SOUra^MTERirMFNraraTS~
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CONDENSED REPORT (OONT.)
180 Publicity
White Sands: Maintaining, its customary lead, White Sands reports
articles in the following publications: Qiiill and Scroll, Holland's
Magazine (November issue), and the El Paso Times. Several motion pictures, including- one by Mark Andrews of Hollywood, have been taken in
the Sands. Dr. Halliday's School of Osteopathy, Des Moines, Iowa,
Log Book contained mention of the area. (See p. 343).
200 MAINTENANCE, IMPROVEMENTS, ANT NEV. CONSTRUCTION
210 Maintenance, Unusual
El Morro: Eighteen truckloads of earth were required to bank the
custodian's residence as a protection against the coming cold. A 10by-12-foot fruit cella, has been constructed (see p. 351). An effort
is being made to protect steps cut in the soft sandstone from, being
worn away as rapidly as in the past (see p. 352).
220 Improvements
Pipe Spring: A six-by-seven-by-seven-foot stone and cement gasoline house has been completed and a garage is nearly'finished (see
p. 364).
Casa Grande: The grease rack was finished this month (see p. 371).
230 New Construction
Montezuma Castle: The revetment repair job is completed (see
p. 359).
Tumacaccri: Details of the progress of work on the Tumacacori
museum project may be found on pgs. 381-2-3.
' 231 CCC Work
Chiricahua: Seven hundred square yards of banks have been sloped,
fill slopes have been widened, roads surfaced, one mile of highway
maintained, one mile of trail maintained, drainage'providea, the trail
surfaced, and overcast removed. Plastering has been completea in the
storage and exhibit rooms of the Administration Building. Masonry
walls are up to a height of six feet in the employees' residence. (For
details, see p. 348) .
Casa Grande: Barracks building and cesspool are almost completed
for the fly camp of 24 men (see p. 371).
Pipe Spring: The blacksmith is making fireplace grills f'T the
campground (see p. 364).
Bandelier: For details of CCC work at Bandelier, see. page 379.
Mobile Unit: For details, see page 387.
300 ACTIVITIES OF OTHER AGENCIES IN THE MONUMENTS
320 Cooperating Government Agencies
Bandelier: Twelve "bug trees" were treated in cooperation with
the Soil Conservation Service (see p. 378). Two days were devoted to
insect control work.
321 Non-government Agencies
White Sands: A survey to ascertain the advisability of exchanging lands outside the monument for state school:lands within is being
made by the New Mexico Land Commission and state geologists (see p. 342)
SOUTHWESTERN MONUMENTS
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CONDENSED I(E?ORT (COLT.) '
Walnut Canyon: The Museum cf Northern Arizona, cf'Flarstaff, has
been aiding1 in the bird-banding program (see p. 348-49).
350 Donations and Accessions
Montezuma Castle: One new herbarium case (see p. 359).
Headquarters: One hundred fifty library file cases ana 56 small
plants for landscaping.
Pipe Spring: One now herbarium case (see p. 365).
Wupatki: One book, one map, and one periodical (see p. 368-9).
Casa Crande: Motor-testing equipment ani. boring bar (see p. 371).
400 FLORA, FAUNA, AND NATURAL PHENOMENA
410 Ranger, Naturalise. and Guide Service
White Sands
Raa'.er Jim Feltor. took up hi.;, duties November 18.
Casa Grande: Ranger Don Erskine has been transferred to Boulder
Dam Recreational Area. GGG enrollr-es John Cocks and James Rogers are
aiding in the guiding (see p. 371).
El Morro: An encouraging interest jn the part of local schools
has been noticed during the month (see p. 35°).
420. Museum Service
Montezuma Castle; One display case hts been altered and a new
exhibit installed (r^ee p. 359).
460 Birds
•-••••
Montezuma Castle: Twenty-five species of birds have b-en observed
(see Betty Jackson's notes on page 361).
Navajo: At Be-ta-ta-kin Beko, 18 species were recorded (see p. 345)
Walnut Canyon-: One recovery was recorded and 171 new birds, 49
repeats, and 16 returns were taken at the. station (see p. 348-9} »--; •
Pipe Spring: At this banding station, 103 birds were taken during
the month (see p. 365).
500 USE OF MONUMENT FACILITIES BY THE PUBLIC •
.•'''.
520 Conditions affecting
Road conditions are credited or blamed more than 'any other single
factor for influencing travel to individual monuments.
El Mo. ro: Cold winds reduce the length o.f time spent by visitors
on the field trip.
'-• ••
Casa .Grande: A sudden drop in.attendance about the middle of the
month has not been satisfactorily explained (see p. 370).
Aztec and Chaco: The effect on travel of keeping open the new
Wolf Creek road during the winter has aroused interest and discussion
(see p. 389).
600 PROTECTION
640 Destruction of Predatory Animals
Montezuma Castle: Two domestic cats were removed.
650 Signs
. .
.'. ...... .
•Walnut Canyon: All signs have been repainted"or replaced (see
page 348)•
Montezuma Castle: Seven new enameled road signs were placed and
SOUTHWESTERN MONUMENTS
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30 "No Hunting" signs prepared this month (see p. 359).
'V]ipa+:"-.i_L Maintenance painting was dene on directional signs. A
need
at approach junctions due to improvement
:;c--?d is
id felt
felt for
for larger
larger signs
signs at
of main highways and consequent increased speed of traffic (see p. 368)
Sunset Grater: Maintenance painting has been done (see p. 369).
Gapuiin fountain: The State Tourist Bureau has placed helpful
markers or Highway 87 (see p. 376).
660 Sanitation
Casa Grande: The sewer pump has b en repaired.
700

ARCHEOLOGY, HISTORY, and PRE-HISTCRY
•Jhirlcahua: On November 14, two pioneer graves were dedicated
(see p. 346).
Wupatki: The ranger in charge has collected animal bones frcm
the ruins and turned them ever to the Museum of Northern Arizona which
is conducting research on the subject (sne p. 368).

300

MISCELLANEOUS
MAIL COUNT
Incoming:
Official
Personal
Total incoming

1,707
1,140

Outgoing:
Official only
Total outgoing

2,605

2,847

2,603

TOTAL PCSTAL MAIL

5,450

Telegrams:
Incoming
Outgoing
Total telegrams

25
21
46

GRAND TOTAL PIECEc OP MAIL HANDLED

5,496

Cordially,

Erank Pinkley,
Superintendent.
SOUTHWESTERN MONUMENTS
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FROM THE MEN ON THE

WHITE SANDS

JOB

By Tom Charles, custodian,
Alamogordo, New Mexico.

There is one sad piece of news that we have to report this month.
Mrs. E. A. Baird, wife of your good friend Gene Baird, the Bill Rogers
of the White Sanus, died in the car as Gene was cringing her from the
ranch to the doctor. She had not been ill.—had complained a little
about indigestion that morning—and died just before they reached the
point of the sands. I am sure that you, Boctor Bryant, Miss Story, and
many ether Park Servico officials will grieve with the local White
Sands family.
The Sands seem to be stepping out into full-sized monument caliber
this month. Jim Felton and "Sis" arrived on November 18 and have taken
up their duties as ranger and arranger. So far they seem equal to the
j^bs. Joe Shepherd and family were already on the job when Jim arrived.
They are living in the eitjit-room Garton house. Joe is for the new
fangled six-man football team; he has the full squad, six boys, husky
and rosy cheeked. Each one looks as if he might have the wallop necessary to carry the ball across.
The Arizona Chemical Company writes from New York that they have
leased some three or four sections of land immediately south of the
monument and are sending in a sore drill and a crew to make thorough
tests for sodium sulphate.
Bast week I had Hon. Frank Worden, New Mexico Band Commissioner,
together with his state geologists and a professor of geology from the
state School of Mines, over on the old lake bed to look into the possibilities of exchanging school sections within the monument for federal
land outside. Mr. Worden is willing and anxious to exchange these lands
provided he can get land of equal value. The proved sodium sulphate
area is near the old soda deposit and is on the monument. Of course,
that does not mean that there is no other land of equal value and similar deposit at the north end of the lake. It is my understanding that
Mr. Worden expects to make the necessary tests at the north end.
During the past week,Br. '.7. A. Craig of Texas Tech. at Bubbock.
made a special trip here to study the deposit of sodium sulphate at
White Sands. So you can see that the development of Glauber Salts at
White Sands is taking quite a boost.
SOUTHWESTERN MONUMENTS
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WHITE SANDS (CONT.j
The buildings are coming along nicely. Jim's
quite ready for him as the stove was not connected
little fixing to be done before the floors were in
Feltons were so delighted with the new home that a
a day's delay didn't even dampen their ardor.

residence was not
up, and there was a
shape. I think the
little thing like

Our publicity may have been dragginr. a little this month, but we
have had enough nibbles from the big ones to make up for any shortage.
For instance, we have had a threat from Miss Story that we may get a
picture in the National Bulletin soon; we are submitting photographs
to the Magnolia Petroleum Company, Dallas, Texas, for selection as
one of the T-.'elve National Attractions for their 1939 calendar; the
publisher of "Pictures me" has written for pictures for use in their
January publication; we had a nice notice in the Log Book of Dr.
Halliday's School of Osteopathy in Des Moines, Iowa, and he writes
that he is showing the White Sands movie reel to his school this week
and is supplementing it .vith moving pictures of his own, Mark Andrews
of Hollywood, an amateur movie man who specializes on National Parks
and Monuments spent a day at the Sands taking colored movies. He
travels over the United States and shows these oictures in the big
show windows which he installs in large cities. Congressman J. J.
Dempsey and two daughters visited the Sands and took a couple of
pictures to hang in his office in Washington. So this month's publicity is reaching out into the future.
As for the present, our local secretary of the Chamber of Commerce entered an article on the white Sanas in "Quill and Scroll" and
took first prize in an international descriptive contest. The organization, I understand, is composed of young, ambitious journalists.
Arthur Coleman, associate editor of Holland's Magazine, had a feature
story in the November issue in which he gives a few figures which I
believe will be of interest to you. According to Mr. Coleman, every
man, woman, and child in New-Mexico had six out-of-state visitors last
year; there were 1,000,000 foreign cars. They stayed an average of
four days and each occupant spent an average of nearly $6.00 a day
making a total $60,000,030 tourist business. Mr. Coleman thinks ive
are just taking our stride, the race is yet to come. He says, "Speaking of gypsum, school is cut"; and again, "In the southwest corner of
the state is one of the most mystifying of Nature's phenomena, the White
Sands; shifting dunes of snowy grains".
Nat Campbell, Sage of the Sagebrush and co-editor of the El Paso
Times, has given us volumes of editorial page, top o' column stuff.
"Old Nat" is the author of "Filosofy & Foolishness", one of the Southwest's best sellers and he writes such gems as:
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WHITE SANDS (CONT.)
WHITE SANDS AT MIDNIGHT
Snowy whiteness, mile on mile,
Ana not the faintest sound:
A thousand ghosts are here tonight.
You can see 'em all around.
Some are standing deathlike still;
Others come end go
Dreamy —like upon the wind
That whispers soft and low.
Starlight, melting into all
Makes the vision seem
Like you're in some spirit land
Stranger than a dream.
I'm making my last staffer at the crowd. We will try to work Jim
into it by next time. The total registration was 886. Texas led with
360, New Mexico 218, Gulifornia 39, Oklahoma 22, Arkansas 20, Colorado
and Kansas 17 each, Missouri 15, Ohio 12. There were 33 states and
two foreign countries represented. On the basis of 14$ registration,
our attendance for the month was 6328.
******SWM******
We are all saddened by the news of the massing of Mrs. Baird,
and Gene has the deep sympathy of all of us who know him. Mrs. Baird
was so well known and so well loved thet her memory will live long in
southern New Mexico where she lived and.worked.—F. P.
**** + *, ;WM*** ***

NAVAJO

By Milton Wetherill, park ranger,
ICaventa , Ari zona.

There's not much to report in the way of visitors as there is very
little travel in this part of the country...
The weather has been mild for the canyon country and this elevation. Days have been warm and the nights cold. The sky has been overcast the biggest part of the time for the last month. The night ef
the seventeenth gave us a light rain which turned to sleet , leaving
the ground white.
Temperature for the month:

low, 36; high, 58.

I have reworked the trail to the ruins. This consisted of removing rocks and trimming trees and brush that was overhanging the
trail. I have brushed the trail leading to the head of the canyon._
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This trail is used by parties taking photographs of the ruins from across
the canyon.
NATURE NOTES
The Wocdhouse Jays are still collecting acorns, scratching among
the leaves, ana finding the few that have been missed by the mice and
chipmunks. We have six Mountain Chickadees and two Rocky Mountain Nuthatches feeding on suet. I have banded a few Juncos but they have been
coming in small flocks never staying over two days and then moving on.
The large pert of the Juncos here now nre Shufeldt and Montana. The
following species have been observed at Bo-tu-ta-kin 3eko:
Vvoodhouse Jay
Gray Titmouse
American Raven
Pinyon Jay
Long-crcstod Jay
Red-backed Junco
Gray-headed Junco
Montana Junco
Pink-sided Junco

Mountain Chickadee
Bush-tit
Canyon Wren
Rocky Mountain Nuthatch
Western Robin
Whit-breasted Woodpecker
Cooper Hawk
Western Red Tail Hawk
Shufeidt Junco

Hosteen John spent two weeks at Bc-ta-ta-kin.
one cent (caught a skunk).

While there he made

******GWM******
By Frank L. Fish, custodian,
Douglas, Arizona.

CHIRICAHUA
WEATHER

November was an ideal weather month for travel with cool nights and
warm days. The first killing frost occurred on the I5th, f.s' coiapsrod
,.ith Novcrtibcr third ' last year. No precipitation was recorded for the
month. Range enu forest areas are dryin? out but, cue to the cool nights,
fire conditions are not cancerous.
ROADS
Monument roads are in goou condition with improvements progressing very nicely. Bill Stevenson's report covers the details.
Approach roads arc in excellent shape. Pavement on the Bisbee—
El Prieda section lacks about three ana one-half miles from bein^ completed. Very little progress was mace on the county road from willcox
during November. Work is soon to start on the highway from Willcox to
Lordsburg, ftew Mexico.
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VISITORS
1937
1936

Cars

Pej?Pig

Out of State

145
101

717
330

258
106

STATISTICS
1937
1936

No. of Parties
'
50
16

Ho. Attending
'356
58

Guide Minutes
2,343
1,290

Total stay
in Monument•
26,164

One hundred twenty-two of the out-of-state visitors were recent enrolled CCC h\>ys from Texas who went through the monument in a guided
party. Although they neve taken other trips since, they have not been
counted again.
On November 14, the dedication of two graves of pioneers killed by
Apaches on April 4, 1832, brought in many locals (about 60); otherwise
the increase this year is a natural one.
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE OFFICIALS
Hugh M. Miller, assistant superintendent, Southwestern Monuments
was here on leave October 29, 30, and 31. Hugh was out south of the
monument playing hide-and-seei-: with the elusive white-tail bucks.
Ward Yeager, November lb, 16, and 17 on forestry problems.
Frank L. Russell, recreational planner of the Santa Fe Regional
Office,on November 21.
CCC OFFICIALS
A. W. Stockman, special investigator from the office of the CCC
Director, October 25.
L. K, McVicker, CCC foreman SP-l-N, Santa Fe, New Mexico, November
21.
George Keller, CCC traveling mechanic, November 16 and 17.
OTHER GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
Fred Winn, supervisor of the Coronadc National Forest, on November
14.
Gilbert Sykes, district ranger of the United States Forest Service,
on November 5.
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GENERAL
Employment in Cochise County has been curtailed somewhat in the copper industry due to falling prices. The smelter at Douglas, Arizona,
is operating at 50 per-cent the output of September and October.
Stockmen received much lower prices for their livestock than was
expected a few months ago. This was especially bad as many had to reduce
their herds due to lack of moisture during the growing season of the
forage plants.
OFFICIAL TRIP
The custodian was absent from the monument November 15, 17, and
18 by official orders. This rtime ^ s spent moving Ranger Felton's
household effects from Tumacacori to white Sands National Monument. I
felt with Mr. Shepard, maintenance man at White Sands, that Felton had
a lot of stuff just for a married man without, a family. I trust
nothing was broken as I heard never a rattle in any of the packages
being unloaded.
*****SWM*****
Thanks are due Custodian Fish for the help he gave us in the transfer of the Felton furniture from Tumacacori to White Sands. It was
a material saving in cash to use the truck instead of the railroad and
we are going to have to watch expenses with a magnifying £lass during,
the remainder of this fiscal year.—F. P.
***** KSYfti******
C WID \C Al-ll IA
CCC
\ ^ r l i l \ l ^ . n n U n V_V^V_

3y William 3teTCnson

. Project
superintendent, Douglas, Ariz.

Two crews worked the entire month on the backsloping project.
Three hundred square yards of banks were sloped one-half mile north of
the intersection of Bonita Highway and Sugar Loaf Truck Trail. Materials were used in widening fill slopes. Four hundred square yards of
bank were sloped one-half mile south or Bonita Park and the materials
were used for surfacing in the vicinity of Ma&sai Point.
One mile of Bonita Highway was maintained. Several small slides
were removed and three-fourths of a mile surfaced. Ditches and culvert
basins were cleared.
Sugar Loaf Trail (1 mile) was maintained. Additional drainage.
was provided and the entire trail surfaced. Also all overcast, which
could be considered unsightly, was removed.
Plastering was completed in the storage,and exhibit rooms of the
SOUTHWESTERN MONUMENTS
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Administration Building. The completion of this building now awaits the
selection of paint by the Landscape Department.
Masonry walls are completed to an average height of six feet on the
Employees' Residence. This building will be turned over to the carpentry
crew by December 4.
Work continued throughout the month on the rock quarry.
On November 15, 24 enrollees were assigned to Gasa Grande National
Monument to construct side-camp buildings.
******SWM******
Ey Paul Beaubien, junior park

WALNUT

CANYON

archeology, Flagstaff,

Arizona.
This month, 544 visitors arrived at Walnut Canyon. Continued
clear weather accounts for the increase of 191 visitors over the same
period last year.
Park Service visitors were Carroll Miller, Andy Clark, Dale King,
J. H. Diehl, J. H. Tovrea, Erik F:ee<i, Charles Richey, and A. C. Kuehl.
Dale stopped by on-a trip to Chaco Canyon and Aztec, and I seized the
opportunity to accompany him. It was a fine trip. I saw a lot and
learned a lot, but missed Jack Diehl and Tov. Chuck and Al. were by a
few days later and checked this monument's master plan on the ground.
Another important visitor just arrived today—Dr. A. E. Douglass.
He was taking pictures of trees to. be used in his lectures on tree
rinfrs. Because of a previous engagement, he didn't have time to go down
into the canyon to shoot Juniperus scopulorum, so I promised to send
pictures of that one.
Early in the month I cleaned up and tried to obliterate several
of the most prominent campfire sites near Observation Point. I have
prepared a couple of signs forbidding camping and picnicking in that
area. Right now I'm tearing down all the signs on the monument and
either renainting or replacing them with new ones. Of course all these
signs are home made and the Park Service will never be proud of them.
Next week, before I finish with the signs, I intend to locate
some standing dead pines and brin^ them to the station. Later, when
there is snow on the ground, they can be worked into tables for the
camp ground. Chuck Richey has promised to send blue prints.
The bird trap was operated some this month but, for the time expended, fewer birds were caught than in other years. The birds just
aren't here. Dale J)an_de_d most of_one Sunday_,_Lyndpn Hargrave banded a
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day and a half, and I banded a few on two other days. Altogether, 171
new birds, 49 repeats and 16 returns were taken. Most important was a
curd from the Biological Survey stating that one of my birds had been
found by an Indian at Carrixo Canyon about May 3 0 , 1937. The bird was
a Gray-headed Junco which had been banded October 2 7 , 1936, and had
repeated October 29 and December 1 8 , 1936. I believe that Carrixo Canyon is somewhere on the north side of the white Mountains, but do not
know.
The lift below includes the birds banded October 22 which were reported last month:

Bluebird, Chestnut-backed
Chickadee, Mountain
Crossbill
Grosbeak, Evening
Flicker, Red-shafted
Jay, Long-crested
Junco, Gray-headed
Junco, Red-backed
Junco, Shufeldt
Nuthatch, Pygmy
Nuthatch, Rocky Mountain
Robin, Western
Sapsucker, Red-naped
Solitaire, Townsend
Woodpecker, Lewis
Woodpecker, Mearns

Oct,

Nov.

IT
i

50

47

29
2
1
1
1

Total

O

2

63

1
7
1
4
2
66

5
3
1
171

60
1
76
2
1
1
1
5
2
63
4
7
1
5
7

Returns

Repeats

4

8

£

5

12
2
2

I
30
5

. 3

237

~2~2

49

** * -* * *SWM** * ***
We might say that while Paul and Dale Xing were up at Aztec, they
had a little sub-meeting of our forces. Present were Carroll Miller,
Pete Day, Johnwill Faris, Lewis McKinney, P a u l , and Dale. Some one
took a picture of each of them with a 3A camera and portrait attachment.
We wanted these pictures to file in the official files and the district
Associated Press man wants to put them in his morgue. The prints of
these particular pictures came across our desk and pretty nearly wrecked
the office. They will do fine for pictures of train robbers, highwaymen
or allied experts, but we will have to try again for the Park Service
expression.--F. P.
******SWM******
By Robert R. Budlong, custodian,
Ramah, New Mexico.

EL MORRO
These be hectic days.
SOUTHWESTERN MONUMENTS
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••'

-inter eo,nes, can spring be far behind?" Echo answers, "Yes—by manymonths." So we are working like everything to get our cabin stocked
with provisions for approximately six months. All sorts of important
jobs are being undertaken getting the place ready for the winter, and
the custodian and HCWP have not had a moment of spare time since our.
return from vacation.
VISITORS
During the travel month, 190 persons registered. Of these, all
were contacted but ten who arrived during our two trips to town for supplies. One hundred thirty-three persons were taken on the "'•guided trips. They averaged b.5 persons per trip. Total time spent en
guided trips, 2810 minutes. Average time per trip, 73.9 minutes.
We are getting the expected drop in number of visitors and in time
per party. This is due, orimarily, to weather. Trips start from the
cabin south of the northeast point of the rock, and all is smooth
sailing until we round Gape Horn (northeast corner of rock). There the.
cold wind hits us and few visitors have been able to remain for long on
that cold north side, out of the sunlight, even though the more interesting inscriptions are located there.
The first trip of the month was a group of pupils from the Sandia
School in Albuquerque. Before my departure on vacation, I had the •
pleasure of taking one of the teachers on a tri^ around the inscriptions and we discussed the possibility of making history more interesting to school children through trips arouna the inscriptions (one of
my multitudinous hobbies). Accordingly, shortly after my return from
vacation, I received a note that the pupils were on their way. They
arrived late in the evening but a most enjoyable time was spent. When
we get better facilities for education of large groups (through illustrated lectures, especially) I intend to devote considerable time to
this sort of education.
WEATHER
This fine weather is lasting just too long. Everyone in the
vicinity agrees that it is building up for an awful let-down, and we
are all doing our best to. get ready for a hard winter. We must purchase
six months' food supplies, since snow is due at any time, and last year
it remained on the giound here from the latter part of September until
well into Kay. It was just six years ago this week that "'the "Dig snow"
came, most unexpectedly, and we are taking no chances. It doesn't pay.
Nights are cold; minimum temperature to date is ten degrees above,
zero. Each day the clouds grew just a bit heavier and remain just a
trifle longer. We had our first snow flurry the morning of November 18.
Traces of it still linger on the north side of the rock.
SOUTHWESTERN MONUMENTS
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WATER
Yes, I know! But with only two good showers all summer, the level
of the water in the reservoir is growing mighty low. People come in
every day to haul it away, the country nearby being bone-dry. If we
don't have good heavy snows this winter, the coming summer is going to
be mighty hard on everyone. Water in the pool is mostly from snow last
winter, and from rains summer before last. It is growing so thick it
is almost plastic.
I found a dead owl in it the other day (species undetermined).
Question was, what killed him? A moment's deliberation indicated that
he had merely grown careless, had taken a drink of the water, and death
naturally resulted. When I fished him out of the pool, a visitor was
present, also one of the local residents. Visitor remarked that there
was a most pronounced odor of skunk about the owl; that it must have
met with one of said skunks. The neighbor explained that that wasn't
skunk—it was just the regular flavor of the water. (Is the Bureau of
the Budget listening?)
The syphon line has been drained, due to low temperatures, and it
is now necessary for a water hauler, when he arrives, to spend half an
hour filling the pipeline in order to get it to syphon.
QUARTERS
Last year we came in here just in time to run into snow and belowfreezing weather. We had no transportation, and there was no time in
which to prepare for the severe winter that struck us. This year we
are trying to get everything in shape for bad weather. During the month,
the custodian hauled twelve truckloads of adobe earth and banked it
around the cabin, to keep out drafts and to furnish insulation. If the
weather holds, I expect to haul about six more loads in order to complete the•job.
A cellar has been constructed during the month in the hillside back
of the cabin. It is finished with 'the exception of some excavation to
lower the floor level. The cellar is ten by twelve feet, with about
seven.feet headroom. The top, with two feet of earth over it, is nearly
flush with the ground, and, aside from a slight mound, only the metalsheathed door is visible. We have two doors--one at ground level; then
a flight of stairs leading down a boarded-up passage to a second door,
set vertically. Back of this is the cellar proper. We are stocking
it with sacks of potatoes, flour, sugar, canned goods by the case, carrots, cabbages, and a thousand and one other things. This is necessary
since even canned goods froze inside the shack last winter. These 40below-zero temperatures aren't to be fooled with.
Roll roofing has been purchased; also roofing paint, nails, etc.
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This coining week, the custodian will re-rocf the shack as the old roofing
is in bad shape and leaking in places. Half of our wcod supply needed
for winter is in end the other half should arrive during the next two
weeks. Windows and doors are being weatherstripped. Spaces between the
l^gs must also be re-chinked in the next week or ten days. Our snowshoes and skiis have been overhauled and made ready for winter.
INSCRIPTIONS AND STONE STEPS
During the month we received small quantities of commercial preparations called "Pro'colapiuolith" and "Lapidolith". These are to be used
or. the steps which weathered away so badly last v;inter. One of these
solutions is a commercial preparation for the hardening of concrete.
Since its action is dependent upon the presence of calcium, and since
there is practically none in the sandstone of The Rock, this element
will be supplied by the other solution. Photographs will be taken of
the trial flight of steps when these solutions have first been applied,
and compared with photographs taken next summer. While this treatment
is intended for the stone steps, I pl._n to do a little experimenting
on some sandstone slabs to see just how satisfactory the hardening may
be. Since our present waterproofing solution applied to the inscriptions does not harden the sandstone, and since this stone is so soft it
may be eroded away merely by rubbin,,. with the tips of the fingers, it
would be advisable to find some way of hardening it. We shall know
more about this by next summer.
Inscriptions are being repencilled ana given their winter coating
of "Driwal". This is done in our "spare time" and when all moisture is
out of the rock.
GENERAL
Old Rafael came around to visit us the other day. He told me he
had been pretty sick, and indeed he looked it. we surely h^pe he pulls
through the -winter. He must be about ninety years old now. Today we
had a visit from his daughter and grandson.
Before much more time has passed, I hope to send you some interesting shots of some work being done on one of the inscriptions. Some
of the words in it were scratched out lonr; before the Eulate inscription was first brought to public attention and we think we are making
some progress in finding them. This is slow work; more about it later.
We agree most emphatically with Lewis
anyone anywhere thinks some of us only sit
the long winters, he is invited to come up
tion. «'e can promise no minutes of "spare

I.IcKinney at Chaco that if
around and hibernate during
and help with the hiberna-'
time" and lots of work.

Incidentally, Boss, tell McXinney to send us down one of those
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shovels he boasted about last month. He remarked he had leaned 195
pounds on the handle of one of 'em many times. Now, our shovels are
in poor shape and the blades worn down through hard use. We don't lean
on 'em; we work hard with 'em and, if Lewis can locate some good stout
stick to lean upon, we'll appreciate it. if he'll send us some of those
shovels.
******SWM******
Bud, it will be well worth your while to write to E. Z. Vogt, over
at Round Mountain, Nevada, for his theory about the scratching of that
Eulate inscription. He has a dandy theory that the scratching occurred
soon after the inscription was first put or the rock; that it was done
by a disgruntled soldier who came along with some other expedition a few
years later; that this soldier, probably having served under Eulate,
might have become angered when he saw the fulsome praise and flattering
phrases of this inscription and, saying to himself the Spanish equivalent
of: "Yea, you big bowl of mush, I'll show you what I think of all this
stuff!" promptly scratches out some of the flattering words. The story
is so very human I wish we could prove it. Change the scene a few
hundred years and let an old A.E.F. member find some proclamation on a
cliff about his old Solonel referring to the "very brave and pious
Colonel John Bumfighter who did, at his own expense ana with his own
right arm, reconquer this country, etc., etc." and I will lay you two
to one that before he finishes reading the proclamation he will be
reaching for his bayonet in order to improve the inscription just as
that other soldier may have done.—F. P.

N AT.

m
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ATURAL

D p n ^ / r r

BRIDGES

By Zeke Johnson, c u s t o d i a n ,

Hunou*, m*.

I locked up both tent-houses and put a big prop under each bridge,
so they would not fall in while I was gone, then reluctantly drove away.
It makes me feel lonesome when I think about leaving. I did not stay
out there any longer for it is black and looks like snow. I did not
want to take any risk of getting snowed in out there with my car.
During November I did a lot of repair work on the trails and cleaned
up the ruins as best I could. They look a lot better to me now, and I
will be very pleased to show them to all who come. They are certainly
a delight to everyone who sees them; so different from all others in
the country.
The weather has been ideal all the month. There was a very nice
rain on November 16, so grass is still growing and flowers are in bloom.
During the month, we had 38 visitors and I contacted all of them.
I spent 24 hours in hiking with five parties. I gave no lectures, but
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spent 360 minutes talking about the monument and many hours visiting
around the campfire and in my tent.
I was pleaser1 to have Custodian Harry Reed from Arches National
Monument, also hie partner J. H. IcicGibbeny, a photographer from the Salt
j_,ake City Chamber of Commerce, with me for one day. I spent one evenin.-- with the following gentlemen, made the nine mile hike with them, and
started them off down .Vhite Canyon for the Colorado River at Hight Crossing: T. H. McDonald of Washington, D. C , L. I. Huer of San ^rancisco,
and George Abbot End Preston Peterson of Salt Lake City. There wore
four others sent by the Governor to look ov::r the proposed route that
will hooiv up Mesa /erd<r' National Park ana Zion National Perk. I am enclosing clipping;: telling more about them and what is being done.
Well, Boss, I think I have had a very good year at The Bridges,
and I am well pleased ar.d wish I could have done better but I am in
hopes that I can be back on the job early in the spring and find everything OK out there. I wish I could stay out there all winter. If this
proposed road goes through, I will stay out at the Bridges all y e a r —
that would suit me fine.
I expect that I will soon be going up to Salt Lake City to stay
for a few months, but I would much rather have a job of work somewhere.
I sure don't like to loaf all winter for "winter consumes all that summer doth yield", so says the old song.
Well, here's wishing you all the Joys of the Thanksgiving Season.
I will keep you posted eacb month what I am doing.
I had to make hot biscuits in the Dutch oven for all that road
gane:; for Doth supper and breakfast. There were 13 of them. They had
a big truck and three autos that went ba^k from The Bridges.

We are very glad to hear that Zeke's bridges are put to bed for
the winter and that he did not get cauyat west of the Bear's Ears by
the first big snow.
If that proposed road goes through,it will be necessary to keep a
Custodian on the job the year 'round out there for both game and ruins
protection. In a ?;ay I shall hate to see a through road go down through
that lovely country, but there is one satisfaction; it will have to be
a through road only and there won't be any driving north or south off
of it into the local country.—F. P.
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B y T . C . Miller,

custodian,

Aztec, New Mexico.

OENERAL

November has been a normal month for northwestern New Mexico with
bright sunny days, cold nights, and an all-time high travel record for
the month of November.
An official trip was made to headquarters during the month. I
left Aztec Ruins on the afternoon of the 27th.and returned November 2*
The weather was fine am., the trip was made by the way of Chaco Canyon,
Petrified forest, anu Walnut Canyon National Monuments. We feel that
we had all too short visits at all those places, including Casa Grande
and the good eats at Mother Pinkley's. However, I feel that much was
accomplished on the trip and it was a great pleasure to 'talk over our
many problems in the field with the Boss. Every trip that I make to
headquarters makes me mere anxious to return the next year and, Boss,
if you don't -,'ant me there once a year you had better let me know •
months ahead of time, because I'll be there next year if I possibly
can.
WEATHER STATISTICS
Maximum temperature- - - - - - - - - _ - -75° (Oct. 26 & 27)
Minimum temperature- - - - - - - - - - - -16° (Nov. IS)
Total precipitation- - - - - - - - - - - - .09 inch (Nov. 7)
Number of clear days - - - - - - - - - - -24
Number of cloudy days- - - - - - - - - - -.3
Number of partly cloudy days - - - - - - - - 4
Mean maximum temperature - -'- - -'- - - -63.2°
Mean minimum temperature - - - - - - - - -27.7°
TRAVEL STATISTICS
Total travel
____
_____
Total contacts - _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Number of field trips- - - - - - - - - Number of museum talks - - - - - - - - Number of special groups - - - - - - - Total guide time in field- - - - - - - Total guide time in museum - - - - - - Total guide time special - - - - - - - *Total guide time at monument - - - - - Total visitor time at monument - - - - Average length of field trips- - - - - Average length of museum contact - - - -

_ 77]
-1,276
- 109 with 511 persons
- 135 with 613 persons
23 with 53 persons
-5,170 minutes
. .
-2,695 minutes'•'360 minutes
-6,118 minutes
-8,435 minutes
29.08 minutes
19.96 minutes

*The total guide time at monument is less than the sum of the preceedin>/; three figures because of the method of recording time for
ip-^^'-^ii-'-jS^upA.
'...._
•
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The above figures show that we have had a good month with an increase of 117 people over the corresponding period last year and an
all-time record for November. Of the 771 individuals who entered the
monument during, the month, only 54, or seven per cent,were not contacted. Of this number, 32 merely used the parking area as a turnaround with no idee of actually visiting the monument, eleven used
other monument facilities, t.nd the remaining eleven registered when
there was no one at the museum to meet them, and left before our return.
So, although our contacts show only 165 per cent out of a possible 200
per cent, we actually-contacted 93 per cent of our visitors.
Geographically our visitors show great variety. In addition to
27 states and the District of Columbia, the following countries were
represented: Netherland East Indies, India, Sweden, Panama, Porto
Rico, and Canada.
NATIONAL PATK SERVICE VISITORS
Lewis McSinney and Eli and Jewel Baker of Chaco Canyon.
•Tohnwill Faris was spending part of his annual leave in the vicinity and was a frequent visitor.
Dale King and Paul Beaubien were here on November 16.
SPECIAL VISITORS .
Dr. and Mrs. E. A. Kreiben OL' Semarang, Java, were guests on
November 21. They were greatly interested in the monument and several
times made remarks praising the work of the National Park Service in
this and other areas they have visited.
ROADS
The entrance road from U. S. 550 to the monument headquarters
has been graded and gravelled. This work began on the twentieth and
was completed on the twenty-second. This work "was financed by the
State Highway Department and the gravel was applied by the Allison
Construction Company. We wish to thank the State of New Mexico for
this splendid road.
MONUMENT INSPECTIONS

"...

Trips were made to Chaco under dates of October 27 and November
12 and 13. I met with District Engineer Diehl and Assistant Engineer
Tovrea on the 13th. to discuss the different problems with the Mobile
Unit, These engineers ; ave us some mighty good ideas about ruins repair that we will be trying scon.
\
Hovenweep and Yucca House National Monuments were inspected on
the nineteenth. The weather was fine around'1 those'northern monuments.
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At Hovenweep I found tracks of only one ;ar. This car war being driven
by some locsl person that knew how to find all the different groups of
ruins. However, the car was far enough ahead of me that I never did
get to contact it. At Yucca House, Mr. Ismay reports four cars of
visitors during the month. The Russian thistles are so high around
Yucca House that few visitors explore the ruins.

Our compliments to Carrol and Pete for the time and care they put
in this month on visitor statistics and the workman-like report they
got out of tiiem.
We might say, on behalf of the headquarters crew, that it was as
fine for us to have Carrol come in and talk things over as it was for
him. We look forward to the time when we can all get together once a
year at some nearly central point and have a general washing up of
all the things which make the life of a custodian pleasant or unpleasant as the Case may be. Such meetings would be groat morale builders
and enthusiasm maintainors.--F. P.

M

-^ , ___ _, ,
„
/"- „ _ _ , _
ONTEZUMA
CASTLE

3v Earl Jackson, custodian,
Camp^Verde, Arizona.

STATISTICAL
Visitors: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 705
Arizona by cars - - - - - - - - - - - 437
California by cars- - - - - - - - - - 138
Total states
- - _ _ _ _ 07
Foreign countries - - - - - - - - - 7
• Conveyance:
Cars
-______i75
Horseback - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3
On foot
______
_
_ 1
Contacts:
Cuided field trips- - - - - - - - - - 106
Attendance- - - - - - - - - - - - - - £50
Trips through Castle- - - - - - - - - 101
Those who climbed ladders - - - - - - 423 - 58.58$ of total on
trips.
Average persons per trip party* - - 6.13
Average persons per trip group**- - 4.57
Average trip time per party - - - - 4S.89 minutes
*Party means total persor.s on part or all of a trip.
**Groups are natural arrival units of-8 party. '
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Museum talks - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 99
Attendance - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 511
Average persons per talk party - - - - - - - 5.16
Average persons per talk group - - - - - - - 4.05
Average talk time per party- - - - - - - - - 18.94 minutes.
Average talk time per group- - - - - - - - - 14.38 minutes.
Special Guide trips- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7
Attendance - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 60
Average party and.group time - - - - - - - - 23 minutes.
Unpuidod T r i p s - - - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 125
Persons- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 519
Average unguidec. trip time - - - - - - - - - 24.03 minutes.
Average actual guide and lecture time- - - - - 50.61 minutes.
Average group minutes in monument- - - - - - - 97.16 minutes.
WEATHER AND ROADS
Weather lias been quite dry. There were two cloudy days and three
partly cloudy during the month, and .03 inch of rain fell on November 7.
A number 01 days have started out to be cloudy but have speedily given
up the ghost in early morning. On November 4 and November 21, this
valley looked like the Rio Grande Valley after a dust storm. Sulphur
smoke came down the valley from the Clarkdale smelter so thick we
could not see the mountains, and it was so thick we could taste it.
Entrance roads are in good condition, save that they are rough
from corrugations. I am pleased to report the beginning of a county
WPA project to improve the road by Cornville from its junction with
Highway 79 to within two miles of Beaver Creek. That will be to within
four miles of here. The project is really to make a new road, 24 feet
wide, taking out all the old bad curves.. Now if we could only get the
bad curves on that i'our mile stretch between the Beaver Greek crossing
and the Castle straightened out, we really would be getting fixed up.
SPECIAL VISITORS
Park Service: November 2 - Andy and Ven Clarke arrived for the
read survey job. The Clarkes remained until November 10. Come again,
folks'.
November 12 - "Jack" Diehl,- regional engineer, and J. H. Tovrea,
assistant engineer, were in for an inspection trip. Wish they could
have visited a while too.
Other Visitors: October 31- - M r . and Mrs. M. L. Lyle were in.
Mr. Lyle is vice president of the Santa Ee Railroad.
Frances Gillmor, of the University of Arizona staff, was an interested visitor. Miss Gillmor is well known as a novelist.
Educational Advisor P. H. Zeugner, of CCC camp F-35, was in with
49 CCC boys.
November 6 - Lieutenant H. C. Baldwin, of CCC Camp F-35, was in
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November 7 - Educational Advisor 0. M. Ray, of CCC camp F-32-A,
was in with 46 CCC boys.
November 13 - Senior Laborer S. S. iVirkendall of CCC camp F-35,
was in with 49 CCC boys.
IMPROVEMENTS
Five new enameled road signs were posted on Highway 79 and two
were posted on the new Beaver Creek road near Sedona.
Thirty no-hunting signs were made and painted for placement on the
monument boundaries.
Ranger Jennings re-mudded and re-faced several sections of old
repair work on the wall?: of Montezuma Castle.
CONSTRUCTION
The revetment repair job was completed in good shape and passed
inspection by the engineering office.
Alteration was made in one of our old make-shift museum cases and
an attractive new exhibit installed.
ACCESSIONS
One metal-covered herbarium case was received from the Berkeley
offices.
NATURE NOTES
A package of plant specimens was sent to Headquarters for identification.
A peculiar beetle, which has not been seen before by the custodian, was found not far from the monument by a CCC enrollee and
was sent to Headquarters; for identification so that we can place it
in our new insect case.
On the night of November 3, a medium sized raccoon walked around
our parking area and then on out without seeing the Castle. We suppose he decided it was too late for a guided trip.
The latest snake seen here this year was a young bullsnake
(Pituophis sayi) on November 2.
On November 13, we found a large lizard in the house, peacefully
dozing. We built a cage for him and stationed it in a sunny south
window. He or she is a fine specimen of the Clarke Swift (Sceloporus
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clarkii).
For a long time I thought there wore only two beehives on the monument. One of these is on the east side of the Castle, quite near it,
and one is on the west side, also quite near. But on November 13 a
GOG enrolloe found a new hive low down in the cliff at the lower end
of the Castle grounds.
It was found necessary bo dispatch a couple of house cats which
somebody had turned loo;e en the monument and which were eating up our
wild life.
For Bird Notes, see Betty Jackson's report.
GENERAL
It has been quite a satisfactory month from this angle. Our new
museum exhibit c msists of a male and female skull and a male and female
pelvis. Jane Jennings has made captions for these specimens, for the
purpose of pointing oub the sexual differences which we wished to show.
In the bottom of the same exhibit is a pelvic bone and sacrum with an
arthritic sacro-iliac joint and several badly diseased (arthritic)
vertebrae from one spine. The exhibit has only been in a few days,
but is attracting much interest. The baC:.q;round ox' the panel is painted
in a light £reen, and the color attract;: attention first and then visitors get enthused over the specimens.
Jess Jennings and I are confederated on the statistical layout for
this month. It only took us four heurs working together to get the
figures worked out. What we neeu is an adding machine. I believe the
new contact sheet is a definite improvement over the old one, but it
still gives a little difficulty on one or two points. These can best
be discussed the next time I get a chance to visit Headquarters.

We want to compliment Messrs. Jackson and Jennings for the way they
have worked on the revised form of SWM 15 and'the wealth of visitor information they have furnished us. .>e know well enough it is no picnic
to keen this form and work up the figures. Probably the hardest test
of the form and the place it gives the most trouble is right here at
Casa Grande, under our eye so to spea^, where we have all kinds of overlapping parties, picnickers who stay indefinitely, run-arounds who do
not stop at ail, and all the other variations that can happen. We
ask the men on the job to remember that we are net married to this revision of the form, and if they have any suggestions i'or further revision we will be glad to hear them.--P. P.
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By Eat to Jackson

Six new birds havo arrived this month. They are: A Road-runner
v.hose tracks were seen October 24, but who was not seen in person until
the 27th; an American Raver seen flying over on OctoDer 31 and Nov. 17;
several Western Robins which arrived Nov. 10 and are still here; a Gambel
Sparrow that arrived on the 17th; an Oregon Junco, and possibly some of
the other juncos, which arrived Nov. 20; and a 'Western Warbling Vireo.
This last has been here since last month, but nobody got near enough to
identify him till I saw him November 21 very close. It is only a tentative identification, however, till I've s-'en a skin at Flagstaff because the tail does not fit Bailey's description perfectly.
Our total of birds s-^en this month is 25, as follows:
Chestnut-backed Bluebirds
Mourning Doves
House Finches
Cooper Hawks - a pair
Treganza Blue Heron
Ashy Ruby Crowned Kinglets
Gambel Quail
Road-runners - a pair
Eed-naped Sapsucker
Western Chinping Sparrows
Western Warbling Vireo (tent.)
Cactus Woodpecker - at least one pair
Canyon Wren

Arizona Cardinals
Duck so. (Canvasback?)
Red-shafted Flickers
Killdeer
Oregon Juncos
Belted Kingfishers
American Ravens
Western Robins
Gambel Sparrows
Crissal Thrasher
Turkey Vulture
Gila Woodpecker

There is also an Owl here, as usual, but no one has been able to
see him.
We-were interested to see the. road-runners chasing one another in
the tops of mesquite bushes instead of on the ground where one sees
the.m most often.
A sapsucker has completely ringed ono sycamore with his holes. I
suppose you know that besides eating the inner bark of trees, a Sapsucker uses his holes as bait for small insects. The insects are
drawn by the oozing sap, get stuck in it, and are then lapped up by
the clever bird.

By Tom Onstott, ranger in
charge, Roosevelt, Ariz,

TON TO

The end of this month brings us glad tidings as far as the monument's nightmare, the road, is concerned. As the worst places are now
filled and surfacing has been put on the spots which needed it most,
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the road is now in fair shape to be bladed. Here is where the good
news comes in. Two of the state highway workers have volunteered to
do the work on their own time. I feel confident that within the next
few days the read will be graded and will be in plenty good enough
shape for the Arizona Motor Tour's bus to run over it with no disastrous results.
This month there have been a good many more visitors than last.
A very close estimate of 350 persons will cover the travel.
Sundav, November 1<±, Mr. Detloft, the educational advisor for the
A Cross GC'J Camp, anu 57 enrollees were here.'
Monday, November 22, Mr. A. B. Drury of the California State Park
Service visited here with his wife and her mother, Mrs. H. K. Schilling.
That covers the situation here, Boss, and as soon as we blade the
road, I'll bring back the borrowed truck.
****** gy^ ***** *
By Harry Reed, custodian,

ARCHtS

Moab, Utah.

VISITORS
This month started off with a bang, or poiiiaps I should say last
month closed with a ban;";. On Sunday, October 21, I conducted a party
of 27 through the monument. As .-re were returning, we met five cars;
one from Moab, two from Colorado, ana two from California. The occupants of those cars totaled 28, bringing-the total number of visitors for the aay to 55. A careful checkup indicates a total of
106 visitors for the month.
SPECIAL VISITORS
Dr. H. T. Plumb, engineer, General Electric Company, Salt Lake
City, Utah.
T. 3. Morris, landscape engineer, Utah Stat- Road Commission,
Salt LaKc City, Utah.
WEATHER AND ROADS
Weather conditions have been ideal for hiking. Several persons
have taken advantage of the fine weather to make the hike into Court
house Towers. Trails and roads are in better condition than at any
time this year. Reins which fell early in the month packed the sand
and topsoil. Although there has bo-en an increase in the number of cars
going into the monument, no one has had the misfortune of getting stuck
and all visitors which I have contacted report- a very pleasant trip.
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On Saturday, November 13, J, H. McGiweny of the Salt Lake City
Chamber of Commerce and I had our first visit to the Natural Bridges.
;«e found Zeke just recovering from a slight illness. Although he was
not feeling his best, he accompanied us to the Owachomo and Sipapu
bridges. As we were limited for time, we did not see the Kachina.
The scenic drive out from Blanding, the graceful lines of the Owachomo,
the magnificent size of the Sipapu, the good condition of the trails
and Zekie's unique way of showing and explaining the many features makes
the trip to Natural Bridge:-: National Monument most interesting and educational .
Friday, November 19, Jesse L. Kusbaum, Superintendent of Mesa
Verde National Park, arri/ed in Moab late in the evening. The following day Dr. J. W. Willisms and I accompanied him to the "Big Flat" to
make photographs of the Colorado River canyon. Superintendent Nusbaum
departed Sunday morning (November 21) for Mesa Verde.

We might say here, for the
mighty nice letter from Mr. and
the people Harry dug out of the
month. They were loud in their

benefit of the record, that we had a
Mrs. Harrington, of Denver, who are
sand and spoke of in his report last
praise of the Custodian.

We are glad, too, that Harry got down to see Zeke's bridges. That
is a wonderful trip; that grand view off the Bear's Ears; those wonderful bridges; and than of course, there's meeting Zeke which is worth
going several hundred miles in itself.—F. P.
**** **SWM******
P|Dr
ft F t

Q D D I M T

sJ F K I N v3

By Leonard Heaton, acting
custodian, Moccasin, Ariz.

I have spent so much time outside 'working on projects and jobs
(listed below) that I have about forgotten how to make out my report
and have just kept up the office work that was necessary this past
month.
CCC NOTES
There are several projects I want to get finished uo before bad
weather sets in, which is one of the reasons that I have let the paper
work go. Another is that I have not been able to secure from the camp
any satisfactory answer to requests for materials, truck or help. Without materials or a truck, the boys are of little use for the work on
the monument.
I have a feeling that the CCC is loosening up a bit from the way
Mr. Draper spoke the other day. He called me into his office and told
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me that the materials for the garage were in sad that, now that the Bullrush Bridge was about complete , he might be able to lot us have a truck
for a week or two.
On November 19, Mr. Draper sent up a boy to help me with the garage
and we got the lumber and materials ana have been at work on the remodeling of the north end of tha b a m . I hope to have the garage finished up next week. Besides the carpenter work, we have to find seme
materials for the floor. I think I snail put in a rock floor in place
~>f the sana that is there now. The sand is so deep that it would be
difficult to get out A'itn the truck.
GAS HOUSE
When Al.Kuehl was in the last time, we aeciued that there must be
a house separate from the garage in which to store the gas. We selected
a spot about 40 feet north of the: garage for the house. The building
is to be about six feet b.,T seven feet and seven feet high, built of rock
and cement. It is to be set in the sand bank so that the roof will net
show over the brush and bs out of sight as much as possible. I would
lik" to make the roof of eeaar poles, bar'':, and uirt.
I started the gas house November 9 and finished it, except the
door, November 19. This, building also needs rock on the floor which I
shall get v;hen wo get the rock for the garage.
OAi.l? GROUNDS
I have planed and painted two more tables this month. Have had
some of the cotton#ood cut ana split up for camp use, ana intend to
get some cedar posts to make places for ricking en the firewood near
each fireplace and still hav.. it back out of the way and cut of sight
as much as possible.
I have most of the iron collected for the making of the fireplace
./rills, and the COG blacksmith is working on them.
I have clayed about L-0 feet of the sandy ditches and want to clay
about ISO feet mere this winter.
MONUMENT IN GENERAL
The place is in a fair condition, most of the leaves have fallen
and are filling up the ditches and buildings, and every place the wind
can blow them.
On October 2& and November la, I planted about 5 pounds of grass
seed, collected on the monument, and 25 pounas of grease-wood seed on
the southeast quarter of the monument which has in the past been farmed.
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I want to yet a lot more seed planted on the bare spot;; this fall.
VISITORS
I have had as visitors this month Al Kuehl who was here for some
two or three hours on November 2 getting dope on the new residerce
area south of the meadow, garage, and gas house, and planting of more
trees.
Mr. A. S. Borrell, wildlife technician* and Ranger Hamilton of
Grand Canyon November 21, They came in late Saturday evening and stayed
at the camp ana then spent an hour with me at trie monument. I got
several gooa pointers on //ill life while they were here.
Mr. Ohristianson of Zion Park, working under Dr. h. Gregory, U.
3. geologist, came in to get some more dope on the formation around
the monument. Mr. Christianson was here for three days and camped in
the new camp area.
Using the new instructions on the way to count visitors and
people that come to the monument, I have the following to report:
Visitors to the fort, guided- - - - - - - - - - - 1 4
Visitors to the fort, unguided- - - - - - - - - - 4 0
Campers - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4
Picnickers- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 6
Lecture to CCC boys - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -120
TOTAL
184
I have found it is going to be E lot of guessing on my part to
get the time that unguided parties stay or. the monument.
BIRD NOTES
I put out my traps and have caught the following birds:

Gambel Sparrows
Song Sparrow

New
77
6

'

Repeats
7
13

I have two returns; No. 55-15150 banded April 2, 1936, and No.
35-2P.737 banded April 3, 1936. I feel this is a good start since I
have been spending most of my time at other projects.
On the fifth I went to Cedar City, Utah, ana had the pick-up
serviced by the Ford Company and got the herbarium case. As yet I
have not done anything with the plants that I have collected.
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WEATHER
We have had some storm threats but none came. There have been a
few storms north of us. There has been ice most of the mornings, but
the days have been rather pleasant and warm.
Days Cloudy- - - - - - - - - - - - - Days Partly Cloudy - - - - - - - - - Days Clear - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

4
4
22

IN CLOSINGI feel that the above report covers the monument fairly well and
that I am getting along better this month than I did last month, but
there is a lot to be dore before snow flies. I must confess that I
feel a lot better in every way when I have some good hard work to do
physically and hope that I can keep some lined up all winter. I don't
want to be sent up for the doctors to see how much they can take out
and still keep me alive as I thought would be the case last spring.
That is one reason that I have not been so anxious to have the CCC boys
working,on the monument when we have no materials or truck. I want
some of the work left for me. I intend to keep some of it for myself
just for health measures if nothing else. Again, my appointment is for
a laborer and I want to fill the appointment the best I can.

This all sounds like thints are going along all right up at Pipe
Spring and I think Leonaru will not get, too lonesome this winter.
We picked the following item out of the Phoenix paper:
RESIDENT OF ARIZONA SINCE 1365 SUCCUMBS
"TEMPE, Nov. 23.--S. A. Winsor, resident of Arizona since
1865, died at 7 o'clock yesterday morning at his home on West
Eighth street.
"Mr. Mnsor was born in Provo, Utah, January ?0, 1857. With
his parents he came to the Territory of Arizona in 1865, settling
at Winsor Castle, now known as Pipe Spring, a national monument.
"In 1877, he WJJS married to Ella Westover in the Latter Day
Saints temple at St. George, Utah. The return trip was made with
an ox team, crossing the Colorado river at Lee's Ferry on the ice.
The couple located at Taylor, in the White mountains, where there
were but a few white men and the Apaches were still on the warpath.
"Mr. Winsor was one of the pioneers who helped haul a part of
Geronimo's tribe to the railroad, where they were placed in charge
of the United States government and shipped out of the state.
"Mr. Winsor first came to the Salt River valley in 1895,
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WEATHER
We have had some storm threats but none came. There have been a
few storms north of us. There has been ice most of the mornings, but
the days have been rather pleasant and warm.
Days Cloudy- - - - - - - - - - - - - Days Partly Cloudy - - - - - - - - - Days Clear - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

4
4
22

IN CLOSING
I feel that the abovo report covers ths monument fairly well and
that I am getting alond; better this month than I did last month, but
there is a lot to be dore before snow flies. I must confess that I
feel a lot better in every way when I have some good hard work to do
physically and hope that I can keep some lined up all winter. I don't
want to be sent up for the doctors to see how much they can take out
and still keep me alive as I thought would be the case last spring.
That is one reason that I have not been so anxious to have the CCC boys
working.on the monument when we have no materials or truck. I want
some of the work left for me. I intend to keep some of it for myself
just for health measures if nothing else. Again, my appointment is for
a laborer and I want to fill the appointment the best I can.

This all sounds like things are going along all right up at Pipe
Spring and I think Leonard will not get too lonesome this winter.
We picked the following item out of the Phoenix paper:
RESIDENT OF ARIZONA SINCE 1365 SUCCUMBS
"TEMPE, Nov. 23.—S. A. Winsor, resident of Arizona since
1865, died at 7 o'clock yesterday morning at his home on West
Eighth street.
"Mr. Winsor was born in Provo, Utah, January ?0, 1857. With
his parents he came to the Territory of Arizona in 1G65, settling
at Winsor Castle, now known as Pipe Spring, a national monument.
"In 1877, he was married to Ella Westover in the Latter Day
Saints temple at St. George, Utah. The return trip was made with
an ox team, crossing the Colorado river at Lee's Ferry on the ice.
The couple located at Taylor, in the l/vhite mountains, where there
were but a few white men and the Apaches were still on the warpath.
"Mr. Winsor was one of the pioneers who helped haul a part of
Geronimo's tribe to the railroad, where they were placed in charge
of the United states government and shipped out of the state.
"Mr. 'winsor first came to the Salt River valley in 1895,
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locating near MAea, and a year ago moved to Tempe from a ranch
southeast of Temoe, where he had lived for 30 years.
"Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Ella Winsor, a son, A. L.
Winsor, Tempe, and three daughters, Mrs. 'Ralph L. McDonald, Tempe;
Mrs. Fred Martin, -Cut Bank, Montana; and Mrs. Charles Irving,
Phoenix; two brothers, Frank and Andres, St. George, Utah, and a
sister, Mrs. Nettie Acay, Los Angeles; 17 grandchildren and six
great grandchildren.
"Funeral arrangements have not been completed." -- F. P.

By David J. Jones, ranger in charge,

W

U PA IM
VISITOR TRAVEL

Flagstaff, Arizona.

Seventy-one visitors registered at Wupatki and 40 at the Citadel.
Of these, 21 were duplicates which makes the total travel 90 for this
month as compared to 107 in 1936. Six states and England were represented.
WEATHER
In general, it has been quite dry with no precipitation and a good
deal of wind.
Days clear- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 27
Days partly cloudy- - - - - - - - - - - 3
Maximum temperature-- - - - - - - - - - 76
Minimum temperature - - - - - - - - - - 32
Average maximum - - - - - - - - - - - - 61.7
Average minimum - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' 3 9 . ? .
Anemometer reading for month- - - - - - -3417.?. miles.
ROADS
The roads to the monument are quite rough and the dry weather
makes the cinder-covered portions somewhat dangerous for the inexperienced driver. For this reason, I have advised most of the visitors
against taking the road between here and Sunset Crater.
Oiling of Highway 89 is almost completed. With a fine highway
alongside the monument, we should have a greater number of visitors
next summer.
MAINTENANCE
I spent two days on the trails, filling in where necessary and
widening at the southeast corner of the ruin. Before snow falls,_ I
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am going to put a dirt cover on all the trails to remove the marks of
erosion'. By next summer this ought to be v;ell packed. . I also spent
several days repainting the directional signs around the ruin and putting a new rpof on the cook shack.
VISITORS
Katharine Bart let t and Mrs. waiter Taylor, were here on the 28th.
to have squaw dresses made by Sally Peshlakai.
Erik Reed was in on the fifteenth to get the sherds taken from
Room 7. They are now stored at the Museum of Northern Arizona.
A. C. Kuehl and' Charles A. Richey arrived on the 17th.
came shortly after I left for Flagstaff to meet Dale.

They

A Forest Service party consisting of 0. L. McClure, L. Geffert,
and V. 0. Harris came in November 8.
VANDALISM
There have been numerous hunters around during the last month as
evidenced by some of the directional signs. One sign at the crater,
and two on the road to Wupatki were damaged considerably. A shotgun
certainly plays havoc with the enameled signs.
GENERAL
For the past month, I have been collecting animal bones from the
dump heaps at m/upatki for Lyndon Hargrave of the Museum of Northern
Arizona. He is making a study oi the bird life as evidenced in the
prehistoric pueblos, and plans to publish e paper this winter on the
information .which he has been able to glean about the prehistoric
peoples from a study of the animal bones.

He
to
of
be

Erik and I were talking about the ball court here at wupatki.
would like to excavate it, and nothing would please me more than
be able to tell the visitors about it. Vie do not have one at any
the monuments and, with this one so close at hand, Wupatki would
an ideal place to tell them about it.

With the highway in fine shape, visitors travel faster than ever.
I have watched them at the entrance several times. Most of the drivers
are so intent on the road that they miss our entrance signs entirely,
unless they already have intentions of stopping. Sometimes they will
come back to look at the signs, but not often. This indicates that
our signs are not conspicuous enough. It is my opinion that they
should be somewhat larger and of a different type.
Among the additions to the monument library are: "Life Histories
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of the North American Birds of Prey" by A. C. Bent, the Master Key, and
a detailed map of the Navajo reservation.
This next month will be a live one for Wupatki. Already the
Navajos are asking about the Christmas party. It will be; held on the
16th—open invitation. Among the. things I intend to do before leaving
are: complete the plans for the shrine exhibits at the crater, finish
repainting the directional signs on the monument, and replant the fill
at the southeastern corner of the ruin with native flora to check
erosion.
******SWM******
QllMCCT
JUIM J[ I

C D AT CD
V- K A I t K

B y Daviti J

" J o n e s > ranger in
chere, Flagstaff, Arizona.

VISITOR TRAVEL
One hundred eighty three visitors registered at Sunset Crater during the month as comp-a-ed to 20b' in November, 1936.
During the month I repainted the signs at the various points of
interest putting on plenty of varnish to protect them from the snow.
I huve had several complaints aoout the sign at the foot of the crater.
It states that there is a trail leading up to the top -snd that the trip
can be made in one hour. Thinking that the road to Wupatki is the
trail, the visitors often end up down here. I guess the only thing to
do is to put up a small trail sign alongside this sign.
I pulled two parties cut of the cinders during the month. They
had tried to turn around at the wrong place.
******SWM******
I agree with David that it would be fine if we could get the ball
court at »»upatki opened for study and to show to visitors. We must,
however, be sure we have protection money enough to take care of it
before we allow it to be opened. We have been holding one of these
courts at Casa Grande in status quo for many years awaiting an expedition with enough funds to open and protect it but thus far heve notbeen able to work up enough interest to get the job done.
David is correct about the need of a
As we all know, if there is any chance of
will have a few visitors who will do so.
about this and we will have the sign made

trail sign at Sunset Crater.
misunderstanding a sign, you
Write us a special letter
at one of the CCC camps.

We note that David's average field-trip tine drops from 35.5
minutes last month to £9.5 minutes this month. The museum-talk time
holds_at_19J0 minutes as against_19.6 last month. I wonder if this
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means that the wsather is getting colder and the days are getting shorter and the visitor is cutting the field trip a little, but that within
the protection of walls and under Davey's siren voice he still yields
the 19.0 minutes for the museum talk? — F. P.
******SWM******

CASA GRANDE

By A. T. Sickr.ell, custodian,
Uoolidge, Arizona.

WEATHER STATISTICS
Da;, s clear_ _ _ _ _ _gg
Days partly cloudy- - - - - - 5
Days cloudy - - - - - _ . - - . - 3
Maximum Temperature - - - - -98 on October 27.
Mean Maximum Temperature- - -85.V
Minimum Temperature - - - - -31 on November 14 and 16.
Mean Minimum Temperature- - -42.5
Precipitation - - - - - - - -None
The weather during the month was fairly normal except for the absence of rainfall. We normally expect about a half inch of precipitation during this period. The day temperatures were just a trifle higher
than normal but the nights were normal. Two nights the temperature
dropped to 51 degrees. Ordinarily November sees considerable wind, but
this past month we have baen fortunate in having only one windy day
which was on the 23rd.
GENERAL
Travel this month has beon steady with a total of 2564 visitors.
This figure is an increase of 3.82 over that of last month but it is a
decrease of 245 under that of the same month last year. The month
started cut as though it was going to break all records but around
the middle of the month travel slackened perceptibly. Visitors were
of a high type and the guide work was more enjoyable than it has been
during the summer months.
More Eastern visitors can be noted on the register than in previous months. Visitors came from 42 states, Washington, D. C , Alaska,
Hawaii, and six foreign countries, namely: Canada, Mexico, England,
Argentina, China, and France. Arizona accounted for about 50$ of the
visitors, California followed with 16%, Texas with 4$, Oklahoma with
3$, and Ohio with 2%. Other states recording more than 20 visitors
were, in order: Illinois, New York, Michigan, Kansas, Colorado, Pennsylvania, Oregon, Indiana, Missouri, Minnesota, and Washington.
On November 19, Junior Pork Naturalist Dodge noticed smoke coming
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from in back of the museum. Upon investigating, he found a salt bush
blazing merrily, apparently ignited by a carelessly discarded cigarette.
The fire was quickly extinguished by Park Naturalist King with no damage
resulting except the Iocs or one salt bush.
i.ith the arrival on November 1G of 24 enrollees and one foreman,
Ottis Dale, our CGC side camp activities began. A temporary camp was
set up using tents as barracks and a 1000 foot water line was run to
the campsite from the monument supply tanks. work began immediately
on the construction of the permanent building. At this writing the
floor and walla of the building are complete and the roof is more than
half finished. At odd times, work was begun on a permanent cess pool
for the camp. On i\!ovemLe^ 2°, two of the enrollees, John Cocks and
James Rogers, began learning the duties of a Casa Grande guide in order
that they may be able to assist the Park Service staff in the busy
winter months. The boys are learning rapidly and will be of great
assistance in this under-staffed monument.
Activities of General Mechanic Eugene Stonehocker during the month
included: completion of the grease rack started last month; completed
repairs on the sewer pump, out of oraer at report time last month; construction of racks for oil barrels; construction of a tool post assembly
for a lathe; installation of a new motor block in Chevrolet #8114; and
general maintenance work on the other automotive equipment.
Other improvements and maintenance work accomplished during the
month included; repainting of the "danger" signs on the sub-station;
patching plaster and calcimining one room in Park Naturalist King's
quarters; setting up stoves in all quarters; and cutting stove-pipe,
holes in the Miller and bachelor quarters. Received during the month
were a boring bar and motor testing equipment from the Federal Housing
Administration surplus stock.
USE OF MONUMENT FACILITIES BY THE PUBLIC
Total travel:

1937—2664; 1936—2909; 1935—2165; 1934—2389.

Of the 2G64 visitors to the monument, 2461 were contacted en trips
through either the ruins or the museum cr both.
The picnic grounds continue popular but with the cooler evenings
more of the picnicking is done during the day. The only large evening
picnic occurred on November 13 when the park Service gang held a gettogether in honor of the new Mrs. Charlie Steen, formerly Mary Onstott,
and as a sort of farewell party for Don. and Marie Erskine who are
leaving shortly for Boulder City, Nevada, where Don is to be a Junior
Park Naturalist.
Several large parties visited the monument, among them a group of
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40 children from the Coolidge Grammar School., 24 high school students
from Tolleson, 24 from Prescott High School, and 44 members of the University af Arizona freshman football team.
NEWSWORTHY VISITORS
National Park Service visitor? for Headquarters included: Project
Superintendent Bill Stevenson from Chirieahua National Monument; Associate Landscape Architect Lyle Bennett; Regional Archeologist Eric Reed;
Regional Engineer Jack Diehl; State Supervisor Frank Russell of the State
Recreation Study; State OC-C Inspector Jack Haile; and Regional Wildlife
Technician Adrey Borrell, Park Service visitors to the monument included
Ranger Lon Garrison and family from fosemit"- National Park; and District
Forester Ward Yeager.
Other newsworthy visitors to the rronument were Carlos Yierra from
Santa Fe, New Mexico; Harold G. Clark, secretary to Congressman Murdock;
Postmaster R. B. Montgomery from Sequoia Notional Park; Irwin Hayden,
archeologist who excavated Compound F; and Jack Whitehead from the
Arboretum at Superior.
NATURE NOTES
A large barrel cactus in front of the Administration Building
which has appeared to be ailing for some time was examined by Jack
Whitehead from the Boyce Thompson Arboretum, and pronounced dead. We
had just begun to notice it because of the oaor due to decay.
CONCLUSION
The report would not be complete without mention of a remark made
by a young visitor. I'his youngstst about five years old was overheard
in the rest room to say, "Boy, those Indians sure had swell bathrooms".
******SWM****i;*
We are mighty sorry to have Don and Marie- transfer to. Boulder but
agree with them that a raise in salary ana a change to a little more
congenial work is not to be sneezed at. And so the best thing we can
do is to wish them God-s^eed and the best luck in the world on the new
job. You are getting a pair to draw to, Guy. Bob Rose knew where to
come when he wanted his job handled right.—F. P.
******SWM******
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ILA CLIFF D W E L L I N G S

By Frank Pinkley, Superintendent,

coonage, ^lione!

The Gila Cliff Dwellings, as you know, have no one in direct charge.
We have not thus far been able to set up any funds for this monument,
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apparently because it is so far in the back country and has so few
visitors. Recently an expedition made an entrada into that part of
the country and incidentally made a report on the condition cf the
monument. There reports, for there were several persons in the expedition and at least three or four reports were made on the ruins,
are in your files and can be called up at any time for examination.
In part, these reports need correction and we might read them a fewmonths or years from now with a little better perspective. For instance, a couple of these men were quite concerned with a large section of wall 'which they thought, and I believe were told by a local
man, had fallen during the last few months. After the reports were
all filed, some cne happened on Dr. waiter Plough's pictures of the
ruin which snow that wall in just that condition thirty-five or forty
years ago. We knew of those pictures and knew the walls needed some
repairs in order to stabilize them. The fly in the ointment is that
we have no funds.
One or two cf the reports suggest, as a very simple matter, that
we move the Mobile Unit (the GCC stabilization camp of 24- Navajo
Indians which is working at Chaco) down to the Gila Cliff Dwellings
and fix these walls. The trouble with this solution is that the
Mobile Unit is right in the midule of three ;.cres of falling walls
in Pueblo Benito with six or eight acres of falling walls in the
other main ruins of Chaco Canyon awaiting attention. It just isn't
good business to pull the unit out and senu it several hundred miles
across the state at an expense of a hundred dollars per working day
to fix some fourth-rate walls when it has all the first class walls
it can work on for a year or two in the Chaco. Neither can we detach
a part of the Mobile Unit and send a small crew over because, due to
the trials and tribulations of appointments, we have, after three or
more months of hard work on our part, been unable to get the two foremen positions filled at the sam.: time, so we have only one. white man
in charge of the crew and it therefore cannot be divided.
I mention these things just to snow that there is generally some
reason when we don't ao things at once when a need arises or don't
do them in what looks like the very simple way; there is generally a
catch to it if it look.: simole and we haven't done it.
We will probably be able to fence the cows out of the ruin this
winter, but the stabilization of the ruins will have to wait a little
longer.
***** *SWM* *****
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By Lewi3 T McKirmey
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' c u s t o d ian>

Chaco Canyon, New Mexico.

Another thirty days has passed, and Cld Man Winter is still creeping up on us with a minimum of 16 degrees and a maximum of 79, But _I_ _
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had rather see the red in the minimum standing at 16 above than at 16
or £4 below as it was last winter, though not hardly this early. Almost
everyone in the canyon is building boxes and covering up the water
pipes. I have been doing soire work on my water lines also and I have
begun to look for my old water barrel because I know I will need it
before long.
Yesterday Major R. G. Ayers, Major J. A. Chase, and Dr. Lake 0.
Grill, all of Santa Fe, New Mexico, were in the canyon to spend a day
and two nights. Their visit vras certainly enjoyed by the custodian,
but their doparture wasn't so hot as they left all the ice they had
in their trailer-house ice box with Mr. Baker who is in charge of the
work here at present for the School of American Research. We have
enough ice here in tho winter without any one shipping in any more.
Bess, maybe you know the fine old gentleman, Fred B. Townsend,
of Aztec, New Mexico, who has been in business for more than a quarter
of a century there. Well, the old gentleman was out to see our place
this month. I hate to put this in my report, but he said "You have
really got something here and I thought we had it over there". Boss,
don't let Cal. Miller strike me about this for, really, I'm still his
boy friend.
Maybe you are wondering why I am skipping around with my bit of
information, Boss. Well, here it is. I have been doing a little
snooping and find out that some of these contemptible custodians and
rangers just read their own reports and .if the;/ want to know how many
visitors Johnwill Faris or McKinney bragged about, all they have got
to do is to look over where it says visitors at Canyon de Chelly or
Chaco Canyon and there it is. Well, they are going to have to read
all of this mess before they find out who was here. Anyway, Ward
Yeager was here for three days and two nights this month to look over
erosion in the Chaco with the Soil Conservation Service study group, w
which consisted of Paul Phillips, chief of party, W. W. Morris, biologist, H. B. Oottington, agronomist, Bert Lucas, engineer, Hill, soils,
and Anderson, range man. They certainly did a lot of studying.
live didn't have much rain this month, Boss, just a trace a couple
of times. We have had six cloudy days, 11 partly cloudy ones, and the
balance clear. There have been several pretty stiff winds, one from
the east which made me button up my last year's sheepskin and caused
the red in the minimum to crawl back to 18 degrees during the night.
But Boss, that kind of night is just swell for sleeping, that is,
if you have enough blankets, your kindling all cut, and it and some
paper by the fireplace already to set a match to in the morning, and,
I might add, a boy about Son's age to get up and strike the match for
you. .
One hundred thirty-four visitors visited the monument this month
la_i,l£ty.^ne_..au.tamo.hiies and .one aeroplane... _ .Dale. King ..says.. I, shouldn't...
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count those in the aeroplanes, but I contact those about the same way
he does some of the visitors he contacts.
3oss, that man showed up in a new place again, Paul Lewis Beaubien
came over with the King for two days and a couple of nights. Gosh, but
I sure enjoyed his visit, I wish he could come over- here for a spell
this winter and keep me company while we are both snowed in and he is
writing U D his diary. It certainly was a mistake for Nint, when he rot
more than one custodian in one place. I don't believe be will ever
let that happen again, 3oss. That is something he didn't learn at Yale
while he wao "getting learned" in Reformed Augurology, and getting
polished so that some day he could become a gentleman. King, is a SWELL
guy with a man-sizt. job.
So,'merry now is the HOUSE of CASA IE STEENO, since Mary is in the
HOUSE of CA3A BE STEENO. May the HOUSE of CASA BE STEEKO stand as long
as PUEBLO BONITO.
Mr. and Mrs. James P. Todd of the Soil conservation Service from
Gallup, New Mexico were also monument, visitors this month.
Jack Diehl, J. H. Tovrea,and Gal Miller were Park Service visitors.
This was Tov's first visit here, but I bet it isn't his last.
Colonel and Mrs. S. «. Anding, also Colonel and Mrs. A. H. Mueller,
were here this month. All were from Santa Ee, New Mexico.
I am having the dog-gendest time keeping my seventeen boundary-fence
gates closed. They are worse than the doors to a haunted house. I have
cleared away lots of tumble weeds from the fence and burned them. The
Soil conservation service men told me to carry them to an arroyo so it
would help nrovent erosion. Boss, did you ever try to carry an armful
of those things when they were dry? Weil, I did, and it felt like I
had on a porcupine robe that had been turned inside out.
Guess I haa better stop this and take it to Gallup along with my
three youngsters, Son, Sister, and Ora Elaine. They are leaving for
Carlsbad, New Mexico, for Thanksgiving so they can help both of their
grandmothers eat turkey. Better bring alonr a turkey and have dinner
with me, Boss.
****** 3VVM******

CAPULIN MOUNTAIN

By Homer J. Farr, custodian,
Capulin, New Mexico.

November has found this monument with two fine snows and plenty
of beautiful weather. The latter part of the month gave us the snows,
aggregating about eight inches, toe have had just the proper amount of
moisture for our road work, as lava will not pack without moisture.
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Visitors have been more plentiful than any November in the past. I
estimate six hundred. I have definitely learned that the time has passed
when we may expect people fror only New Mexico and Colorado in the winter.
As proof of this, one day last wee* 1 noted autos from Massachusetts, New
Jersey, Kansas, New York, Oklahoma, Texas, Illinois, California, Colorado,
and New Mexico.
The State Tourist Bureau has just placed markers on the newly constructed Highway No. 87. At Capulin a real nice sign outlines the wonders
of Capulin Mountain National Monument and tells how' to get there. One
large descriptive sign is erected at the town of Capulin end one smaller
marker one mile both east and west of town calling attention to the
larger one.
I have already noticed that these markers have done good. During
the past few days, while working on the road, I have talked to people
who came in to see the monument on account of seeing the marker, and
they told me they were glad they had come.
I have been working the past week on the road with a team and one
man, filling up some washes which formed the past July and August, and
I have also been dragging the road with the grader.' I' expect to be
through in about another week.

B

A M r\ r I I r n

By 0. G-. Harkins, custodian,

A IN D L L I L K
ROADS AND WEATHER

Santa Fe , New Mexico.

Due to the unseasonable dryness, our roads are getting rough and
dusty; there being only a trace of precipitation the entire month. With
the exception of a few cloudy days, cur 'weather has been ideal, with
clear days and cold nights.
Mean Minimum
Mean Maximum
Range
Mean

20.9
60.8
50.5
45.8

Clear
Cloudy
Partly cloudy
Maximum
Minimum

20
4
7
75 Cct. 31.
18 Nov. 18.

TRAVEL
Our total travel for the monument numbered 982 people. However,
we ran ahead of last month's travel ana also ahead of the travel for
November, 1936. Visitors arrived in £48 cars from 30 states and five
foreign countries-jand the District of Columbia had 8 representatives.
The six states ranking highest by visitor count were: New Mexico, 577;
Colorado, 71; Oklahoma, 64; California, 52j JTexas, 48; Kansas, 19.
4_
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GENERAL
The visitor contact has been quite a problem at this monument and,
as I see it, always will be in view of the fact we have a 50-car campground ; a campground that is full during the summer on week-ends and has
from five to ten cars in it every day during the week. This is the situation we have to contend with; every car coming into the monument is
contacted and given the opportunity of taking a guided trip through the
ruins. The ones that do not take a guided trip are either going to the
campground or else they have some one in the party who has been through
before and considers himself a self-appointed guide. The ones that
stop in the campground for a lunch later go up through the ruins, and
it's these visitors who scratch their initials in the caves. The Cave
Kiva has taken quite a beating the past season from visitors who have
been unguided. To prevent this type of vandalism, I have a plan to put
into effect next year, with your permission, that will at least preserve
the Cave Kiva. The plan will be taken up with you through regular correspondence and, with your approval, will be put into eifect as soon
as the initials and defacements are obliterated by the ruins stabilization crew.
During a recent trip to the monument by Jim Hamilton, I discussed
the idea of putting a dust palative on the trails, and have submitted
samples to the engineers' office for costs on the project. The trails
are being worked at the present time, tho, removing slides and debris
that has accumulated during the summer. The fence on the Detached
Section will need considerable repair to put it in first-class condition.
Our wood problem is over for another year as I have just finished
cutting around 100 cords of seasoned yellow pine for fire-place and
kitchen use.
Work on the Kiva in the Ceremonial Cave was completed November 9
and clean-up commenced on the large Communal House.
On November 14 a party of 24 Park Service people from the regional
office at Santa Fe visited the monument and made a trip through the
ruins.
The hunting season opened November 1 with very little success for
the hunters. The weather has been a deciding factor in-as-much as
there was no rain or snow. With the forest exceedingly dry, the deer
and. turkey remained in the high mountains or else the hunters gave
plenty of warning by walking through the leaves.
Two days were spent on insect-control .work in company with Forestry
Foreman Fulton. The area was found to be very free of insect infestation. The attacks we found were light and in most cases, "pitched" out.
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In cooperation with the Soil conservation Gervice, which administers
the Ramon Vigil Grant adjoining Bandelier National Monument en the north,
we treated twelve beetle trees this month by peeling the bark off, burning it, and cutting the remainder up for firewood.
INTERESTED VISITORS
Nov. 2. Rien van Santee, world renowned traveler, artist and archaeologist, The -Hague, Holland.
Nov. 7. Brcwnmoor School of Santa Fe. Ten members spent Sunday in the
campground.
Nov. 7. tf. E. Lowell, Associated Press, Denver, Colorado.
Nov. 10. L. V. Silver, rr., New York City; /». H. Stevens, Chicago; Mr.
and Mrs» V. M. Anes, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati,
Ohio.
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE VISITORS
Oct. 25. Mr. and Mrs. M. Inf. Henton, Milton Sv/atek, and Miss Inez Holman.
Oct. 26. Charles A. Kichey, associate landscape architect from the
regional office in Santa Fe.
Oct. 29. H. H. Cornell, regional landscape architect and John H. Haile,
acting inspector, COO; M. R. Tillotson, superintendent, Grand
Canyon National Park and Oharles A. Richey, associate landscape architect, Santa fe.
Nov. 2.
Dr. Charles N. Could, regional geologist and Erik K. Reed,
associate archaeologist.
Nov. 13. John H. Veale, associate engineer.
Nov. 21. Prentice C. Lakey, contract examiner, Santa Fe.
Nov. 23. Erik K. Reed, associate archaeologist, Santa Fe.
Nov. 14. Dr. Charles Goula, regional geologist; Dr. W. B. McDougal,
wildlife technician; Mr. and Mrs. L. V. Randau (Mr. Randau
is acting assistant regional airector); Durette O'Neill,
clerk; Louise Lem, senior clerk; E. A. Pesonen, assistant
regional director; Mr. and Mrs. Montgomery; Mr. and Marguerite
Wirt; Mr. and Mrs. J. 3. Hamilton; Eunice Berg; Augusta
Huchtemann; Roe Neville; Leo McClatchy; Milton Swatek, and
Merle Hinton.
******SWM******
Cy has put his finger on the one weak spot in handling the visitors
at Bsndelier National Monument. Of course, it would be no problem if
we had enough men but, seeing that we are going to be short-handed
someplace in the Southwestern Monuments for the next life-time or two,
we will be needing men elsewhere so Y;_-;dly that Bandelier is likely to
go undermanned for. some years yet. Anything you can suggest alonj the
line of handling this problem, Cy, will be mighty :7elcome.--F. P.
******SV«M******
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D A Mr\ri iro CCC
D A I M U t L I t l\ V_V_V_

' B " C h a s e > Project superintendent, Santa Fe, N. Mex.

The 20,000 gallon concrete reservoir has been poured and outside
forms removed. Inside forms will remain in place three weeks before
removal, at which time the necessary pipe connections will be made and
the structure backfilled.
All footings for Unit No. Two, Lobby and Sales Room of the Hotel
Development, are now complete in place and wall construction has now
started en the front and side elevations.
The walls of two rooms in the Employee's Dormitory (Hotel Development) are complete to lintel height, footings of the remainder of the
project are in place and all door and window opening frames completed.
The Ruins Stabilization crew completed the work in the Kiva at the
Ceremonial Cave and started stabilization of the Community House during
the month. Approximately 40 rooms of the Community House have been
completed.
Survey of the proposed telephone line to Santa Fe was completed
November 24. Plans for this proposed project will be submitted at an
early date.
Quarrying and shaping of building stones in the rock quarry has
been a constant operation throughout the month.
The lunch counter and cashier's stand were assembled and placed
during the past month under the furniture, carving on the counter
stools was completed which now makes them ready for assembly and installation. This work is being installed in the completed Unit No.
One of the Hotel Develcpment.

BANDELIER
By J. VS. Hendron, foreman,

santaFe>NewMexico.

RUINS STABILIZATION

During the writing of last month's, report the stabilization of
the kiva in the Ceremonial Cave was well under way.
An attempt to strengthen the wall above the ventilator by using a
jack to hold the lintel in place was successful.
The next step was the rebuilding of a portion of the wall which
had fallen out in places. Building stone was packed up the ladders
from the floor of the canyon. The stones were worked down to fit
tightly in the ragged portions of wall.
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The three main vigas were of pine and were laid exactly in the same
position as the ones removed. Cross poles of pine, app-roximately three
inches-in diameter,were laid across the vigas and nailed. This was
followed by a layer of small'willow branches, then a thin coatin£; of
smaller branches and ;rass. Two-by-fours were put down edgewise and
nailed to the main vigas just far enough apart to lay and nail down a
layer of tar paper. Another course of rock was laid around the wail
to hold the layer of mud and chunks of tuff which was brought up to
the level of the ?. x 4's. .»hen the mud had dried, a coating of hot
tar was mopped over and tnen the layer.of tar paper was layec on,
nailed to the two-by-fours and flashed into the wall and into a small
rain trough.. Another layer of hot. tar was mopped over the- paper and
an additional course of building stone was laid en forming a parapet
wall. About two inches of mud was poured ever this and, when almost
dry, ordinary dirt from the floor of the cave was thrown on.
The central opening was put back in its former position and the
old frames were used. It consisted, of short lengths of pine notched
at the ends and nailed to the main vigas.
The broken places in the wall of the structure were replastered,
the old original portion being left as it was. Although the hard
plastered floor was broken in places, no attempt was made to repair
it in-as-much as the new roof will protect it from the elements.
Two drawings were made in the Ceremonial Cave, one of the cave
itself showing all of the rooms present as near as could be determined
and the position of the kiva, and then a separate drawing of the kiva
on a larger scale.
With the stabilization of this little kiva completed, we moved on
to Tyuonyi, the big community apartment house, which was partly excavated by the School of American Research a number of years ago.
- ' •
Complete stabilization of all the walls is necessary -and to date approximately 40 of the 253 rooms have been completed. A more detailed
account will be given in next month's report.
****** SWTal** ** **
3y James T. Fulton, forestry .

BANDEUER
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Fe, hew Mexico.
During the entire month 1 have had a crew of men working on Unit
Two, Lobby and Sales Room ^f .the H^tel Development, laying floorings
and starting the walls.
******SWM****** •
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By Charlie Steen, junior park
archeologist, Box 2225,

TUMACACORI

Tucson, Arizona.
Nine hundred three persons visited this monument during the period
October 24 to November 23. Of this number, 709 were given conducted
ruins and museum trips, (the museum being the small collection stored
in the office) and 194 either looked at the mission from the parking
area or merely used the facilities.
The new administration building, which is rapidly reaching the
condition in which it will be turned over to us, arouses much interest
among visitors. One dear old lady a few days ago asked, "What are you
going to do with the National Monument you are building over there?".
Jim and Margaret Felton left on the 16th. for White Sands. A
couple of hours before the Felt^ns left, "Chiricahua Frank" Fish and
a well-loaded truck set out for the same destination. I hadn't seen
Frank for nearly a year and a half and way kinda glad to see the old
rascal again.
Park Service visitors during the month were: Frank Pinkley,
Hugh Miller, J. H. Tovrea, Jack Diehl, Messrs. Doty and Eastman, and
Charles ' Maguire.
******SWM******

By Frederick D. Nichols,

TUMACACORI MUSEUM

i*8*60*"%Boj2285>
Tucson, Arizona.

REPORT FOR WEEK ENDING OCTOBER 30
On Monday, October 25, work was continued on the plastering and
lathing. The colored cement was applied to the canales and, after
several samples were made, I choose one that was similar to the shade
selected. It was given a very hard finish like the old ones on the
mission itself.
Mr. Tovrea and I had agreed that it would be a good idea to place
a shell in the drinking fountain niche. So on Tuesday I cut two templets, the size I thought the shell should be, and had the plasterer
install it. It is quite similar to those on the mission belfry and
recalls- the shell motif on the entrance doorway. In the afternoon,
Ranger Felton and I drove to Nogales to receive the glass shipped
from Washington for the museum cases. The glass had not been properly
packed, and we found a large amount of it broken.
We decided to finish unpacking the glass at the monument, and
found most of it a total loss. The lath for the groined vault in the
View Room was placed. I thought that some of the plaster edges were
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toa hard and sharp, so had the plasterer go over some places and soften
the line to give a more uneven texture.
On Thursday ..the forms for the shell over the doorway were placed
and work begun blocking out the ornament. I had several places patched
on the interior lath where the Steeltex did not overlap. '.
On Friday work was begun on plastering the patio walls and the
forecourt wall. The plaster cornice on the main building was completely finished. Plastering was begun on the interior.
Work on the measurements of the Mission progressed rapidly this
week. All the elevations, plans, interior sections except west longitudinal andffross.section through south end of nave and belfry were
completed.
WEEK ENDING NOVEMBER s g
On Monday the plumber arrived and connected the office lavatory
and the loggia fountain and workroom. The pipes were tested with
water over the week-end and approved. Plastering was begun on the View
Room and Kino Room, Office, and Lobby. The bricklayers began on the
Loggia floors. I had the joints made slightly concave so the brick
would wear down to them, and approved the pattern arrangement.
By November third, the View Room and Exhibits Room were plastered,
and the plaster grilles were set in the '-heating and ventilating openings. The floor on the north loggia was completed.
On Thursday the Kino Room received its final coat of plaster.
We completed the measurements of the mission, except-the Mortuary
Chapel, and will begin the drawings next week. T made copies of our
notes on the belfry for Custodian Caywood to check with the model
that is being made in California.
On Friday, with Ranger Feiton, Eastman and Maguire, I drove to
Tombstone to inspect the buildings for Historic American Buildings
Survey records. I liked the Birdcage Theatre very much, and would
like to do it along with the Fire Stction and- the ^ity Hall and court
House. The buildings are in a good state of repair, and have quite a
New Orleans flavor with their long French windows and -French Victorian
detail. The bank and Crystal Palace Bar were also noteworthy. We
then proceeded to inspect the site of .^uiburi Mission, one of Kino's
early churches, and found adobe walls in a compound about 200 x 300
feet. I think a record should be made of it when measurements are
taken in Tombstone. iVe then tried to find Santa Cruz Mission, but it
was getting too dark to see, and so we had to postpone it for another
time.
By the sixth of November, the interior had all received its final
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coat of plaster and the brick was partly laid in the View Room floor.
WEEK ENDING NOVEMBER 13
On Monday, November 8, the brick floor in the View Room was completed. The front wall was plastered and the shell motif over the
doorway was'finished. Mr. Bennett and Mr. Vierra of Santa Fe arrived
and we discussed the color of the museum, the lighting and the murals
depicting the life of Father Kino that Mr. Vierra is going to paint.
The following day they returned with Mr. Tovrea and Mr. Sundt and
the painter who made color samples for our approval. It was decided
to use a light buif on the exterior with a white cornice and a darker
adobe color for the base of the building. We chose a yellowish orange
for the ceiling of the exhibit rooms and a sky-blue and terra-cotta
red for the walls. The £ino Room floor was begun. It was decided
also to use a light cobt.lt blue on the loggia walls and to omit
the white painted dado.
On Vvednesday the floor in the Kino Room was completed in a very
satisfactory manner. The slight unevenness gives it a great deal of
texture and charm. The south loggia floor was begun. All plastering
was finished and I had places repaired where the surface had been
chipped. The painters began work on the loggia ceilings using a Spanish
white or off-white color. All doors except the main entrance were.
hung by this evening. By Friday evening all the brick floor except
that in the Office and Lobby were completed. The painters finished
both loggia ceilings and made ready to paint the:: exterior the following week.
WEEK ENDING NOVEMBER 20
On Monday, November 15, work was begun on the Lobby floor. This
is a more regular design than that of the View and Kino rooms and is
a pleasant variation. The painters developed engine trouble in their
:
car and so did not arrive until very late in the day.
The following day, after testing many samples for the main color
on the exterior, I finally approved a Spanish Buff Bondex tempered
with white and a little of the adobe color to gray it. It is a shade
that blends in well with the landscape and the old mission itself.
The north side of the exterior was painted with its first coat.
By Thursday evening the floor in the lobby was completed as were
the entrance doorway steps. It is very well done and the design completes a very satisfactory room. All the exterior had received its
first coat. In the afternoon we mixed the base color using adobe
terra-cotta red, Spanish buff, and a little umber. It is a good color
as it helps to tie the building into the surrounding earth and blends
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with the upper walls. The counter and gate were set in place, and I
had the stain applied very lightly tc them and to the small doors in
the lobby. Then the finish was rubbed to keep them light and, although
they are darker, they blend with the large entrance doors.
On November 19 the work was begun setting the entrance doors.
They are similar to those on San Ignacio mission in Sonora, Mexico,
and are a very creditable piece of work by the CCC camp at Bandelier.
I had heavy screws applied where the hinges are set to keep them from
tearing loose, as we did not want to mar the design with strap hinges.
Many samples were mixed for the orange in the Exhibit Room ceilings.
By using terra-cotta red, bright orange, yellow ochre, and umber, we
finally selected a dull earth-colored orange, quite similar to that
still existing on the soffit of the entrance arch on the mission. The
sky-blue walls were mixed with Prussian blue, ultramarine blue, white,
and a little yellow ochre to grey the color. The red bases consisted
of terra-cotta red, ochre, and umber. The samples were selected
under artificial light, as there is no natural lighting in the exhibit rooms.
On Saturday Mr. Tovrea arrived and it was decided to adi another
coat to the exterior for permanence. Ke approved the colors that had
been applied.
WEgg ENDING NOVEMBER 27
On Monday, November 28, the second coat was applied to the exterior. It gives a more even finish and a less greyed color. The
electrician arrived and began installing the underground cable from
the pole to the building.
By Tuesday evening all the painting was completed with the exception of the View Room.
On 'Wednesday Mr. Pinkley, Mr. Miller, Mr. Sundt, and Mr. Tovrea
arrived for an inspection of the building. The final credits and
extras were decided uprn. It was arranged to plaster and paint the
south forecourt well.
The painter had stenciled the design on the View Room ceiling
and I selected a dull yellow, a terra-cotta red, r, dull cobalt blue;
colors th:; t were as near as possible to the originals in the mission.
For the base cf the room, we used a yellow ochre with a little siena .
in it to darken the color. The light in;; fixtures were installed in
the Lobby and Office rooms. The concrete floors in the exhibit rooms
were cleaned with a solution of muriatic acid.
On November 27 the wood floor was laid on the stair in the work
room, and the exterior gates were hung.
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The educational staff for the month of November was composed of Park
Naturalist King, Junior Archeologist Steen, and Junior Park Naturalist
Dcdge. Steen was temporarily transferred to Tumacacori National Monument, taking up his duties there November 12. King took sick-leave the
last fcur days of the month. Dodge was en duty throughout November.
Due to an unusual amount of detail work in obtaining and recording
information desired by the Washington office, the time of the staff was
largely taken up with routine matters and very little definite progress
was made. The transfer of Steen reduced the staff to two members for
the latter half of the month.
Prior to taking over at Tumacacori, Steen's activities consisted
of the following:
Cutting stencils and mimeographing informational
circulars for Aztec Ruins National Monument- Assembling and arranging photographs in a
systematic file- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Preparing plans for White Sands Museum - - - - Moving to Tumacacori - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

-1 day
-5 days
-5 days
-2 days

Dodge's work was so diversified as to be spread out thin due to the
informational questionnaires and to the absence of Park Naturalist King
who made a trip to Chaco Canyon apd other monuments. Dodge's activities
include:
Banding Birds at Casa Grande - - - - - - - - - - - £ days
Conferences (Museums, nature trails, etc.) - - - - % day
Monthly Report and Special Report #22- - - - - - -11 days
Cffice work including writing 21 letters, sending
out specimens for identification, binding monthly reports, issuing library bocks, etc.- - - - - 3 days
Photography (personnel and specimens)- - - - - - - 1 day
Obtaining information and filling out forms for
the Washington office- - - - - - - - - - - - - -3* days
Preparing material for talks outside monument- - - •§ day
Visit to Bcyce. Thompson Arboretum- - - - - - - - - * day
Planting small shrubs and watering plants- - - - - £• day
Relief guiding at Jasa Grande- - - - - - - - - - - l day
Tumacacori planting plan research- - - - - - - - - 1 day
Receiving, unloadint, and storing freight- - - - - \ day
On the evening of December 12, he spoke at a meeting, ef 75 Pima
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Indians at the Blackwater Community Club near Blackwater, Arizona.
Following is a summary of the activities of Pork Naturalist King
for the month of November:
' \
Letters written during, the month: 78.
Informational circulars mimeographed: £,000
At the beginning of the month, Park Naturalist King assembled the
1937 bird banding, report ana sent it to the Biological Survey at Washington, D. J.
The naturalist staff spent one morning, October 26, planning the
exhibits for the 'white dends Museum, a project which stands extremely
high en the priority list for Naturalist activities. Some planning
was also done on the proposed orientation station on Massai Point at
Chiricahua National Monument. This project was discussed with Associate Landscape Architect Lyle Bennett who will draw up the plans for
the building.
One cay each was spent on the ocuthwestern Monuments Association,
a continuing project which has been discussed in previous reports, and
the Recreational Areas Study Reports, a questionnaire which is being
sent out for the Washington office.
On November 13, King left headquarters to visit the Mobile Unit
for ruin stabilization working at Chaco Canyon National-Monument. He
picked up Junior Park Areheologist Paul Beaubien at Walnut Canyon and
took him to Chaco Canyon ana Aztec Ruins.
The work at Chaco Canyon under foreman Cordon Vivian was found to
be progressing very satisfactorily. While at Aztec, King inspected
leaking prehistoric roofs and looked over the other areas which are to
receive labor by the mobile unit this winter.
Park Service visitors to headquarters include: Oal Miller, Tern
Onstott, Lyle Bennett, Ward Yeager', Lon Garrison, Jim Brewer, Jim
Felt on, Frank Russell, Jack' Diehl, and Adrey Borrell.
;
Accessions -for November:
Fifty-six small plants and seedlings for landscape planting from the Forest Service- nursery at Superior.
One hundred fifty library file boxes from the Berkeley
office.
During November, the Southwestern Monuments Loan Library received:
18 books, 30 periodicals, 92 pamphlets, and five reprints,.
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By Gordon Vivian, foreman,

OBILE U N I T
Chaco Canyon, New Mexico.
There is not a copy of last month's report in the canyon, so I hardly
know where to begin, 'though I can say off hand that there are two things
about the unit which impress me now and then. One is that we are making
a little progress on Bonito, and the other that, as the weather gets colder
and colder,we have more and more stove mouths to feed. There is the boiler
for the camp shower room, a stove in Mac's office and one in mine, and six
more in camp. Every time that wood goes to something else it hurts. After
nine off-and-on years of canyon tub baths, I often wonder why somebody
didn't send Bob Harris cut sooner. A special stamp showing a large man
doubled up in a small tub.should be issued to commemorate his entrance
into Ghaco.
As to Bonito, I don't feel quite so pessimistic as many other folks.
M a c , Gal Miller, and others who happen by, often say that the work doesn't
look so bad and that if they can stand to have us around for another five
years or.so Bonito may once again become more or less solid.
The reason for this gloom about us being so slew is, I think, that
all of our work has been concentrated on one area and this area was the
worst to begin with. This area, to which we seem to adhere with no effort at all, contains nine kivas. To date we have done about half of the
clearing and drainage necessary. This is 550 yards of fill removed.
Then of these nine kivas, the walls and benches of six can be called
about complete with a little repointing here and there. Six kivas doesn't
sound like a great deal but you should have seen them before we started.
The work done on them totals, without too close figuring, 600 square feet
of veneer replaced, 380 square feet of bench top repaired, 260 cubic feet
of exterior and support wall built, 570 cubic feet of kiva top laid in
the first course of Bitudobe mortar ana 40 square feet of wall top laid
in the final Bitudobe capping as suggested by Dale King. Outside of the
Kivas we have repaired three room wails, rebuilt another one and done
some repointing.
As Dale has no doubt reported, we plated the tops of two kivas with
a single course set in Bitudobe, just a single layer all around, to hold
the new repair work below. He and Mac.laid out a trail over these kivas
which is to be set in concrete and the rest of the wall will be given a
stabilized capping. We have started on this but it is hard to get the
idea across to the boys.
So I think that while we seem to be standing still, at the same
time we are making a little of what might be called undercover progress
and some day this area will all of a sudden be completed. I have hopes.
I think we'll finish Bonito in at least four and a half years.
As the result of a little recruiting and a poorer pinyon crop than
was expected, the crew is now up to twenty five. When things are going
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smoothly and the regulars are on the job, this makes a nice, easily
handled outfit and the way some of the stone masons take to these wretched
walls makes me forget that the axle for the Dodge is coming by slow
freight from Siberia, that people burn wooa, and that somebody has to
account for the things bought, calculate how much it costs to run a
truck half a mile, and figure out where the man-days went.
When we get into a tight and twenty-five Indians look like seventyfive, the extra ones are sent out to gather and pile rock. It's something,
that we can always use and never seem to have enough of.
If this report doeen't seem to have a great deal of continuity, it
is because I had to break off in the middle of it to go up the road
twenty miles to settle an argument between two of the boys and a man who
took a load of wood away from them. I didn't get the wood back but we
got another load and there wasn't any bloodshed either so, like most of
these stories of strife, things turned out happily in the ena.
As to the status OJ. the Bitudcbe mortar; we are usinf- the mix recommended by the Butumuls laboratory where they examined the soil samples
from the canyon. This is seventy percent sand, thirty percent adobe with
three and nine-tenths percent Bitumuls to the total weight of the soils.
The first job that we did with this mix was to plaster the tops of two
kiva benches. Results were net so good. It cracked and not even I like
the looks of it. From that we tried plating the tops with stone set in
a drier, stiffer mix. This is much more satisfactory as it does not
crack and gives a better finished appearance.
While in Albuquerque, I spent some time at the plant where they make
commercial Bitudobes. Their product appears to be about half gravel,
and since the amount of stabilizer in any mix depends upon the percentage
of the soil used that will pass through a 200 mesh screen, they can use a
much weaker mix than ours. I also visited four jobs where stabilized
plaster was used. On three of these the mix was comparable to ours while
on the fourth the plaster was again about half large sand and gravel.
At the plant, they use a special mill for mixing the soil and
stabilizer. Their advice is that if a concrete mixer is used it must be
of the tilting drum type, otherwise it is almost impossible to get the
completed mix out of the machine.
Our safety and first-aid meetings are still the same chore and it
is impossible to get th., men to taku- any interest in them, when you
quiz them on what has been said they reply that you have been telling
them a story about Pueblo Benito and all the men working on it. They
never have any suggestions to make and when the thing is over and you
ask if there are any question::; thoy may have the reply, "Yes. When
are we going to our checks?"
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We have been watching Gordon's before-and-after pictures as they
went across our desk with far more interest than he imagines, and we
believe he is doing a real job up there in Pueblo Bonito. We have had
trouble in getting this mobile unit away to a good start. First we
had an engineer and no archeologist. After a couple of months of paper
skirmishing, Gordon's papers came through and then the engineer decided
to quit and go back to school. Now for a couple of months we have been
fighting paper,battles to get an engineer, the latest report from the
front being that we are back at the foot of the ladder and are requesting another list of eligibles. In the meantime Gordon has his hands
full being archeologist, engineer, and straw boss as well as keeping
up the paper work for a 24-man camp. F.P.
******SWM******

VISITORS FOR NOVEMBER

I* the BOSS.

November was a pretty good month for visitors and ran close to
the normal. We had-17,795 visitors, as nearly as we could get the
total, which was a few hundred more than last month (17,412) and considerably more than the same month a year ago when we had 14,283.
With these 17,795 visitors, we made a 50.7$ contact which is not
quite so good as last month when we made 52.5$ and not nearly so good .
as last year when we made 73.0$.
Of the 9,033 persons we contacted, 5,643 were taken on field trips
and 3,478 were given personal talks in the museums. The 5,643 who went
on field trips were taken in 1,097 guided parties, the average party
being 5.1 persons and the average time of the-trip being 40.4 minutes.
The party is slightly smaller than last month and one person smaller
than last year. The average time is nearly 3.5 minutes less than last
month but nearly four minutes more than last year.
In the museums we had 722 parties with a total of 3,478 persons;
an average of 4.8 persons as against 4.9 persons last month and 4.5
for last year. The average time of the party in the museum this month
was 18.3 minutes as against 18.2 last month and 15.1 minutes last year.
Our northern monuments, around the 6,000 foot level and above, are
going into their winter minimums or, in some cases, practically shutting
down, while the southern monuments are beginning to build toward their
winter maximums.
We understand that the' Wolf Greek Pass road, in Colorado, is now
finished and that there will be an attempt to keep it open this winter.
We are quite interested in this news as there is a chance for this road,
if it is kept opcm, to influence the traffic at Aztec and Chaco Canyon
during the winter.
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7I3IT0R STATISTICS (UONT.)
We want to thank the men in the field for the trouble and care they
have put in on the new visitor statistics forms. They are a little more
complicated and therefore a little mere trouble to keep but it looks
like they are going, to yield a lot more information so the trouble will
be well worth while. Different monuments will have different problems
in filling this form; Casa Grande presents a pretty fair sample of all
the kinds of trouble which can occur including peaking of the load,
overlapping parties, breakaways, picnickers, etc. and we are making an
especially close study of the time and bother of Keeping the statistics
at that monument. At times the system simply breaks down because the
visitor must be served at all costs and without beint bothered, so the
peak load r-uins the gathering of statistics, but these times form no
great percentage of the whole and the information can be plotted—in so
as not to interfere wit)1 the final results.

C A S A GRANDE VISITORS
T R A V E L

Y E A R

1937

—

EMBOSS.
•

•

We are publishing a table of the Oesa Grande visitor fifures for.
the year October, 1956 to September, 1927, inclusive. A similar table
for the previous year will be found on page 245, Monthly Report for
October, 1936, if a detailed comparison is desired.
In the year just past, we have given 3,863' field trips at Casa
Grande as against 3,70V for the previous year. This represents a nice
increase in business. The additional trips this year were evidently
the x'esult of the increased visiters, the number having increased from
25,936 last year to 31,163 this year. Cur total time consumed with
parties dropped from 123,146 minutes last year to 1.19,431 minutes this
year. This was despite the fact that we increased our parties a little
over one person each. The average time o£ party dropped from 33.2
minutes last year to 39.9 minutes this year. '.
Museum talks, numbering 2,430 last year, went up to 2,910 this
year. The number of persons served -went from 17,182 last year t-o 22,588
this year, we raised the total time in the museum from 51,453 minutes
last year to 56,666 minutes this year. This 'was a nice rise but was
not in proportion to the number of visitors, for our average visitor
time fell from £1.1 minutes per uarty to 19.4 per party. The average
party went from 7.0 to 7.7 persons. It will be noted that the parties
are a little larger in both the field trips and museum talks f^r the
past year and we wonder if this is a reflection on the roomier models
of cars.
Our total travel this year was 33,661 visitors as against 27,704
last year, with the 53,661 visitors, we made 53,751 contacts or 159$,
whereas with the 27,704 visitors last year, we made 43,218 contacts,
or 155$.
_••__ . ; _;
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OCTOBER, 193.6 TO SEPTEMBER, 1937, INCLUSIVE

CASA GRANDE VISITOR FIGURES

CASA GRANDE VISITORS, TRAVEL YEAR 1937 (OONT.)

"• '

All of which means that we handled more people at Casa Grande last
year through both the field trips and museum talks; that v:e were able
to give our service to a larger.percentage of the visitors, but that
we did not give them quite as much time per party. The; inference is
that the increase in number of visitor;";, striking an already crowded
personnel, caused a speeding up Of parties in order-to serve the increased numbers end this red-iced the party time. It would be interesting, if we were able to do so, to aud another man or two in the peak
season and see if wo lengthen the party time again; I think we could.

V /•._ ,T---^ t^ T» ,r/^ i^ k « A -r i X-N *. i
VISITOR I N F O R M A T I O N

On Six Southwestern Monuments.
Tabulated by garters.

This month I have been juggling some of the visitor statistics
from six monuments having museums. I thought there.might be some points
of interest in breaking these figures up into quarters of the visitor
year and have prepared such a table. It shows the fluctuation by
quarters for the whole six monuments but I have also broken the totals
down into two groups. Casa Grande and Tonto form what we term the
southern monuments,. having their peak in winter and their low in summer.
Aztec, Chaco, Montezuma, and Walnut are grouped as northern monuments,
having their peak in summer and low in winter.
The following notes cover the main points of the table by quarters;
FIRST QUARTER—October to December.
In this quarter we gave 2,197 field trips and 1,840 museum trips.
There were 12,747 persons in the field trips and 9,621 in the museum
trips. On a total of 14,568 persons, we had 22,368 contacts, or 153%.
We have many more field trips than museum trips in this quarter.
Connected with this is the fact that we lose about a quarter of the
visitors in passing from the field to the museum. I think the reason
for this is that we are undermanned at Casa Grande during the later
part of this period and the beys must turn field parties into the museum without attendance; we thus lose a count or contact on many persons
who actually do see the museum but get no explanation of it.
The breakdown between the northern and southern monuments shows
traffic about evenly divided for the quarter between the two southern
and the four northern monuments, at least as far as number of trips are
concerned, 52% of the field trips and 50,& of the museum trips going to
the southern monuments. Visitors, however, divide quite differently,
65% of the field visitors anu 50% of themuseum visitors going to the
southern monuments.. The southern monuments made 65% of the contacts
for the quarter on 60$ of the visitors. They also got 164% contact on
their visitors while the northern monuments made 136% contact during_
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SIX MONUMENTS V.1TII MULEUMC BY QUARTERLY TOTALS
AND BY NORTHERN AND SOUTEEEN GROUPING.—VISITOR YEAR, 1937
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VISITOR STATISTICS ON SIX MONUMENTS "WITH MUSEUMS (CONT.)
the quarter.
SECOND QUARTER--January to March.
We gave 2,007 field trips and 1,651 museum trips during this
quarter; a slightly less number than in the previous quarter. There
were 13,879 persons in the field trips, a slight gain over the first
quarter, and 11,.L!:3 persons in the museum trips, a good rain over the
first quarter., 'i'iiere w/.r a loss of 2,756 persons between the field and
museum trips, or 19$. during the first quarter it was 3,126 loss on
12,747, or ?A%. Cur extra help, which by this time is becoming effective at Casa Grande, is lowering this loss between the field and
museum. There is a slight d;?op in total number of field and museum
trips caused by the four northern monuments being at the low peak of
their winter period. The southern field trips havf: gone from 1,155 to
1,587 while the northern field trips have gone from 1,042 down to 420;
museum trips show similar changes. The southern monuments now furnish
79$ of the field trips handling 88$ of the field visitors, and 74$ of
the museum trips handling 84$ of the museum visitors. Out of 25,002
contacts, 21,583, or 86$, arc made in the southern group, and of the
16,197 visitors, 13,539, or 83$, were handled in the south, 'i'he
southern monuments make 159$ contacts on their visitors while the
northern monuments make 128$ during, this quarter.
THIRD QUARTER—April to June.
We gave 2,711 field trips to 16,722 persons and 2,577 museum
trips to 14,789 persons. Out of 5,258 units of service, 51$ were .
field trips and 49$ museum trips. In the first quarter, out of 4,037
units of service, 54$ were field trips ana 46$ were museum trips. In
the second quarter, out of 3,658 units of service the percentage remained the same, 54$ field and 46$ museum. ..In the fourth quarter,
out of 6,115 units of service the division was 50-50. I don't know
why the percentage of museum trips should drop in the dull season.
In this quarter we get a definite rise of 704 field trips and 906
museum trips. The southern monuments have gone over their crest and
are on the way down; of the 2,711 field trips the/ furnish only 45$
and of the 2,577 museum trips, they furnish only 38$. However, while
furnishing only 45$ of the field trips, the southern monuments handle
50$ of the field visitors; and while the1' furnish 38$ of the museum
trips, they furnish 43$ of the museum visitors. The southern monuments
handle 44$ of the visitors this quarter and make 46$ of the contacts.
The southern monuments make 142$ contacts on their visitors this quarter and the northern monuments make 127$.
FOURTH QUARTER—July to September.
In the fourth quarter, we gave 3,075 field trips and 3,040 museum
SOUTHWESTERN MONUMENTS
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VISITOR STATISTICS ON SIX MONUMENTS WITH MUSEUMS (CONT.)
trips. As was pointed out above, this is the only quarter when field
and museum trips are practically equal. I think this must be because
Casa Grande is at its lowest point where it is bringing its museum
trips up nearest to its field trips, or in other words is almost properly manned, while at the same time Walnut Canyon, at its peak, runs
620 museum trips to 365 field trips.
This quarter reaches the peak of the year with an increase of 364
field trips and 483 museum trips over the preceeding quarter. The
southern monuments are now.on their low point and are furnishing only
27$ of the field trips and 21$ of the museum trips. They are handling
29$ of the field visiters and 23$ of the museum visitors. Of the
26,386 visitors for the quarter, the southern monuments handle 6,276
or 23$, and of the 35,207 contacts, they make 9,340, or 26'$. The
southern monuments make 148$ contact on their visitors during the
quarter while the northern monuments make 128$.
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SJKD BAMDJM5 JM THE
SOUTH WESTERN MONUMENTS
"he Director,
Bureau of Biological Survey,
o. S. Department of Agriculture,
Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr. Director:
During the fiscal year 1937 bird banding projects in cooperation with your Bureau were carried on in five of the 26 national
monuments which are administered by this office. This represents a
decrease from nine stations to five, a situation caused by changing
personnel and other factors.
No banding was done at Bandeller National Monument because
Mrs* Earl Jackson, who was the operator at Bandolier, changed her
residence to Montezuma Castle National Monument. This eliminated'
the Bandolier station.
The Chaco Canyon National Monument stabion was abandoned during
the year, as the operator found he did not care to carry on banding
in conjunction with his other work.
. Milton Wetherill, our operator at Navajo National Monument, was
away from Navajo National Monument all winter, the best banding season, being stationed at Walnut Canyon National Monument. He thus was
able to carry on work at Walnut Canyon but the Navajo station failed
to make any progress in 1937.
Lack of funds forced us to transfer our man away from Wupatki
National Monument, so no birds were banded at that station, either.
With somewhat more adequate and stationary personnel in 1938,
we hope that all stations, plus some new ones, will be banding
regularly.
A total of 1,273 birds of 63 speciea wore banded at the five
stations. This total contrasts with 1,547 birds of 54 species
banded in 1936. All stations increased their totals except Casa
Grande which dropped from 738 to 39, cue to the absence of Operator
Dale S. King.
Brief resumes of the work at each station follow:
Casa Grande National Monument.
Two miles north of Coolidge, Arizona.
Altitude 1,420 feet.
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1
1.Blackbird,Red-winged
2.Bluebird,Chestnut-bkd
3.Bluebird, Mountain
4.Bunting, Lazuli
5.Cardinal, Arizona
6.Chat, Long-tailed
7.Cowbird
B.Cowbird, Red-eyed
9.Crossbill, Bendire
10.Chickadee, Mountain
11.Creeper,Rocky Mount.
12.Dove, Inca
13. Dove, V.'e stern Mournin?
14.Dove, '/.bite-winged
15.Finch, House
16.Flicker, Red-shafted
17.Flycatcher,Ariz.Crst
18.Flycatcher,Ash-throat
19.Flycatcher,Vermillion
20.Goldfinch,Grn-bkd
21.Grosbeak, Ariz. Blue
22.Grosbeak,Black-headed
23.Grosbeak,RM Evening
24.Hawk,Desert Sparrcw
25.Jay, Arizona
26.Jay, Long-crested
27.Jay, V.'oodhouse
28.Junco, Gray-headed
29.Junco, Montana
30.Junco, o reganu s
31.Junco, Pink-sided
32.Junco, Red-barked
33.Junco, Shufeldt
34.Junco, Slate-colored
35.Kingbird, Arkansas
36.Mockingbird, Western
37.Nuthatch, Pygmy
38.Nuthatch,Rocky Mount.
39.Oriole, Ariz. Hooded
40.Oriole, Bullock
41.Owl, Mexican Screeth
42.Owl, V/estern Horned
43.Phainopepla
44.Phoebe, Say
45.Pyrrhuloxia, Ariz.

Casa
Grande

Species

1937.
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46.Quail, Gambel
47.Roadrunner
48.Robin, Western
4-9.Sapsucker,Red-naped i
50.Sapsucker,Rocky Mt. |
51.Shrike, White-rumpcdl
52.Siskin, Pine
53.Solitaire, Townsend
54.Sparrow, Gambel
55.Sparrow, Lincoln
56.Sparrow, W. Chipping
57.Sparrow, V.. Lark
58.Sparrow,Nev.Savannah
59.Sparrow, Song
60.Sparrow, W. Vesper
61. Sparrow, V.hite-crnd
62.Swallow,Rougfc-winged
63.Tanager, Western
64.Thrasher, Bendire
65.Thrasher, Crissal
66.Thrasher, Palmer
67.Thrasher, Sage
68.Thrush, Russet-backe<jl
69.Titmouse, Gray
70.Towhee, Canyon
71.Towhee, Green-tailed
72.Towhee, Spurred
73.Verdin
74.Warbler, Lucy
75.V.'axwiing, Cedar
76.Woodpecker, Cactus
77.Woodpecker, Gila
78.Woodpecker,White-brs- 1
79.Woodpecker, Mearns
SG.V.oodpecke^RWi Hairy
81.Wren, Baird Bewick
82,Wren, Cactus
83.Wren, Canyon
84.Wren, House
85.V.ren, Rock
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BIRD BANDING IN SOUTH./ESTERN MONUMENTS (CCNT.)
With Operator Dale King absent on a furlough, Junior Archeologist Charlie Steen was able to devote little time to banding, but
managed to add 99 birds to the 1936 total. A very good percentage
of return;.-; were received on Gambel Sparrows. Data concerning these
have not as yet been thoroughly studied, and will be described at the
er.d of the 1938 season in which we hope to do very intensive trapping.
With some 450 bands out on Gambel Sparrows, and this species
apparently returning to very restricted localities every winter,
research on the Gambels promises to be productive.
Montezuma Castle National Monument.
On Beaver Creek, approximately five miles north of Camp "Verde,
Arizona. Altitude approximately 3,200 feet.
The report of Mrs. Earl Jackson, operator, follows:
All bunding was done between February 12 and April 19, 1937.
Total captures wore 176, including 42 new birds, 5 returns, and 131
repeats.
The traps used were Government Sparrow Traps, and the bait was
chick feed and occasional broad-crumbs. The only interesting thing
about the method was that the iuail, being somewhat tame, were kept
from hurting themselves in the trap by my constant conversation,
which seemed to soothe them.
The new birds banded were as follows:
Arizona Cardinal
Oregon Junco
Pink-sided Junco
Slate-colored Junco
Gambel ,.:uail
Road-runner
Gambol Sparrow
Western Chipping Sparrow

1
16
9
'1
5
1
6
3
42

The returns consisted of four Gambel ^uail which had been banded
here by Norman Jackson, one of which repeated twice thereafter, and
one Arizona Cardinal, which died from exposure in the trap.
At'present there is no banuing going on at the monument. I am,
howuver, attempting a check on relative frequency of birds at Montezuma Castle, after the method described by Jean M. Linsdale, "A
Method of Showing Relative Frequency of Occurrence of Birds", The
Condor, Vol. XXX, pp. 180-184, May, 1928.
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BIRD BANDING IN SOUTHWESTERN MONUMENTS (CONT.)
Pipe Spring National Monument.
Four miles from Moccasin, Arizona.
tude 4,960 feet.

Upper Sonora zone.

Alti-

Operator Leonard Keaton boosted his 1956 total of 105 to 219
during 1937. Juncos and Cambel Snarrows make up the major portion
of the total, although xleaton has trapped a nicely varied list. A
very careful observer, Heaton is accumulating valuable information,
and should begin to show worthwhile results during the 1938 season
when those totals are compared to his 1937 work, his first year.
TumacacoiM National Moreameut.
Nineteen miles north of Nogales, Arizona, in Santa Cruz Valley.
Lower Sonoran zone. Altitude: 3250 feet.
Louis R. Cay.vood, operator, was able to catch a more widely
varied list of birds than any of the operators at the other stations.
1937 was the first year in which trapping was carriec. on at Tumacacori,
and the 1938 comparisons should bring valuable data.
Mr. Caywoou's report follows:
"A total of '-143 birds of 35 species were banded during
the past year. Of those, four new apecies were bandea which
did r.ot appear on the Biological Survey Species Totel of
1936. These included the Red-eyed Cowbira, White-wing Dove,
Arizona Jay, and Arizoni? Pyrrhuloxir . A totel of 80 Gambel
Quail were banded while- the total for ell stations in th".
United States for last year shows only 61 banded.
"This report is the first full year's report from Tumaco^ori National Monument. The banded birds represent onlj'
about one third of the species observed during, the year.
Although many birds cannot b.„ taken for bending, a careful
record is kept each month of birds observed, nesting end feedin.-- habits, migrations, etc. I?1. time these observations will
DC of value to anyone wanting specific information concerning
birds in this section of the Santa Cr;z Valley.
"0".ly one return has been reporter so far from the birds
banded under my permit. This bird was .. Gambol Snarrow taken
in Highlands, Celifornia."
Walnut Canyon National Monument.
Ten miles east-r?outhe' st of Flagstaff, Arizona.
zone. Altitude 6,700 f-aet.
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BIRD BANDING IN SOUTHWESTERN MONUMENTS (CONT.)
Operator Beuubien waa absent from Walnut Canyon during part of
the winter, and, consequently the station was somewhat upset, but
Operator Milton Wetherill was able to carry activities there so the
1937 total of 455 exceeds the 1&3S total of 557.
Two years of quite intensive trapping activity at Walnut Canyon
show that this station is potentially one of our best. Junior
Archeologist Eeaubien in all probability will be stationed at Walnut
Canyon permanently in future years ena his interest in bird banding
is sure to bring results.

In accord with a decision rendered by the United States Board
of Geographic&l Fames between July 1, 1936 and June 30, 1937, the
following will hencefortn be used in all Southwestern Monuments correspondence and publications:
Xachina Bridge: A natural bridge in Natural Bridges National Monument at the junction of white Canyon and Armstrong Canyon.
Owachomo Sridge: The smallest natural bridge in Natural Bridges
National Monument in Armstrong Canyon at its junction with
North Fork.
Sipapu Bridge: The largest of the natural bridges in Natural Bridges
National Monument about three rr.iies up White Canyon in section 35,
township 35 S, range 17 E, San Juan County, Utah. The first two
are changes in decision, the last a re-statement. The names
Caroline, Edwin, and Augusta are no more to be used in National
Park Service publications. Kachina is a term meaning a Hopi
Ancestral Spirit, Owachoma me^ns Rock iound or Mound on Top, and
Sipapu refers to the Portal of Life or Place From «<hich the Spirit
Comes.
Puorco River: Rises in township 15 N, range 13 W, McKinley County, New
Mexico and flows west and southwest to join the Little Colorado in
Navajo County, Arizona. Henceforth this stream will be known as
the Puerco River and not the R1.o Puerco or Rio Puerco of the West.
*##***SWM******
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MONTEZUMA CASTLE IN 1894
By F. G. Steenberg, Fond Du Lao, hiseonsin.
I was twenty-five years old when I ,vent to work on Martinez Ranch
in Yavapai County. Arizona was a Territory. There were no railroads
then between Prescott and Phoenix and, when we drove the team down to
the ranch, we followed the surveyors' stakes of Diamond Joe's Railroad.
It took two days to ret to the ranch. I remember stopping over night
at Robinson Ranch.(Arthur Robinson is still living in Prescottjhalo
and hearty.) 0U T ' ranch was on Martinez Creek, just over the mountains
from Congress Lelino which was Diamond Joe's gold mine. It had a forty
stamp mill and was a bi.- outfit for those days. There we got our mail
and our brand, or iron. ;»e branded the cattle: with a J over an F ( ) .
There were no fences, no telephone poles, no roads, just trails; all
open ran£.e.
The last of April, lBi'4, I pulled out of the ranch and went to
Prescott, in a buckboard, to start for home. I wont to the Burke
Hotel, owned by 3urk<- uno Hicky, where my trunk was stored in the hotel
cellar. (Prescott at that time was wide open. "Whiskey Row" was what
main street war. called. "Cob Web Hall" was one of the prominent saloons
and gambling places; th old .shite Dourt House stood in the plaza.) I
put on my "store clothes", want to the bank to get my small wad and gold
watch which I had left there while on the ranch and then went the rounas
to bid my friends good-byo. One <;ooo friend was Bucky O'Neil, who was
sheriff at that time and had his office in the old Court House. (The
nickname "Bucky", as I remember, wasfc'ivenhim because be was fond of
bucking the "Tiger" Roulette.) He was u very prominent and popular man,
and well liked. His life-size statue now stands in the plaza in front
of the new court house, and his lite history 1:, so well Known I will
not go into the details of that now. Well, Bucky ana I haa our visit
and I started to bid him socd-bye, and he simply would not hear of my
going home without seing sometbin£ of Arizona. I remember he said
that I had been down on that damn ranch, ana hea not seen a thing. He
told me I must go to Montezuma's Castle, Saontezuma's Well, Jerome, and
several other places. I told him I bad no horse or six shooter (ws all
packed six shooters-, in those days) . He tola me to go to the "Corral"
livery stable and get a horse, go to Bam Hill T s Hardware Btore where
I was loaned a firty-i'ive Colt a with five shells. Just as I was going
out the store door, I happened to think of my wad and gold watch which
I put in an envelope and MEr. Hill kindly stuc:- in their safe for safe
keeping until I returned. (No receipt given or necessary in those
days.) Bucky had written four letters of introduction, etc., for me;
one to Hon. William 0. Head at the trading post, Fort Verde, one to
William Cliff on 3eaver Croek, anu the third to H. J. Allen, manager of
Jerome Copp:r Mine. The fourth I cannot remember. (I still have two
of these letters in my poajssion, tnd. prize them highly.) The next
morning, Kay 2, 18CJ4, I got up early, nad breakf-.st, and the girls in
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MONTEZUMA CASTLE IN 1894 (CONT.)
the hotel put up a small lunch for me. I got the little horse from the
corral and starred out, my lunch and small wooden camera rolled up in
my coat back of the saddle, my si;, shooter stuck dovoi in my pants with
trigger guard caught on my suspenders. (I remember it wore a bir hoiin my best store pants on the trip) . I roue out through Fort Whipple
which was a real fort then with soldiers. A short distance from the
fort I caught up with five soldiers on horsebacK who were looking for
a lost stallion and we rode along for a snort distance together. I
remember asking one chao how far it v;as to Fort • Verde and how long it
would ta;:e to. get there. He looked me over before he answered. (I
did not look mucn like a cowboy as I had left all my ranch clothes,
etc., on the ranch). Then he said it was fifty-eight miles, end if I
would "kape going" woulu jet there by sun down, but he said to "kape
going". He was a good-hearted Irish lad, or rather full grown man.
How I managed to follow the ro£d, I don't know. There were several
forks and trails. The track at times got very faint, but I followed
the directions given by Bucky. The little horse kept walking, breaking
into a slow trot now end then. I remember my good pocket knife wore a
hole through my pants pocket and I felt it arop down my leg, but I was
tired out and thought it would lodge in my boots and could get it later
so I did not take time to stoo. I plumb forgot I was wearing shoes.
It was hot down on the flats, ,nd cola up on the mountains. I
remember going along through prairie-dor- tovns which were interesting.
There was no water nor houses on tha entire trip until almost to Fort
Verde* *jway up in the Pino Mountains, I discovered s log cabin and rode
up to it. A woman came out and I asked for a drink which she gave me
out of a gourd. If I remember right, she said it was eight miles to
Fort Verde-. I finally came to another cabin, also high in the mountains;
another drink from a gourd, and this women told me it was fourteen miles
to Fort Verde. I told her about the other woman saying only eight miles.
"Oh'.", she said, "You missed the 'forks'". So I had to keep going the
fourteen miles to Fort Verde. Finally, just as the sun was goin,- down,
I could see the beautiful colorrocks on the distant Verde River Canyon
(just as I had been told). Then down on the flat and mountain turns,
I lost the sight of Verde River and it was almost pitch dark, when I
could finally see a group of buildings of the abandoned Fort Verde.
The bu-ildings were in a square, and away at the end I saw a light, rode
up there, and it was William Head.ia Trading Post. Mr. Head opened
the door—a heavy uoor with wooden bars across the inside for lock. I
told him I had a letter for him from Bueky O'Neil. He said he would
send a man around for my horse, but I told him I would take care of
him myself as I was anxious to give him water, feed, and a good rub
down with a handful of hay, which I aid. Then I went into his store,
or trading post ana we had supptr. 'He kept me up very late, for he
wanted to visit about the "States" back home. If I remember correctly,
he said he came from near Green Lake, Wisconsin, which is not far from
Fond du Lac, i/iisconsin, my horn: . ''Bucky' s" letter he left laying on
the counter and I put it back in my pocket, which is thfc reason I still
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MONTEZUMA CASTLE IN 1894 (COHT.)
have the letter to-day.
I told him where I was going, etc.,—Montezuma's Castle and Well,
•u;d thfiu to Jerome, and back to Prescott that way, bat he would not
listen to ray going beck vie Jerome. He said I must oome back and stay
another night with him and he would give me another horse to taKe back
to Prescott, so I could change horses, and make better time. That
did look good to me and I promised to come back his way. I therefore
did not use Sueky's letter for Jerome Copper Mine, so still have that.
We went to beo finally. «ext morning at early breakfast, he told me
how to cross the Verde River und where, and to be sure to look out for
quicksands, co follow the river up stream, I think about three miles,
until I came to s "dry wash" that was Beaver Creek. The Castle was up
that dry wash, on the left-hand side. He also gave me two pieces of
tallow candles to take along for the Cave Dwellings in Montezuma's
Well. I followed his instructions, founu the dry wash Beaver Creek,
rode close to the left-hand side wall (very rough going) so as not to
miss the Castle. Finally I thought I saw a Cliff Dwelling up hi0h»
and stopped the horse, dropped the reins over his head, and climbed
away up on the rocks and iinally founu it was only a big crack, or
small cave. I did this three times, and the last time was up
high
over the cotton trees. I looked up the canyon and, in an open space,
saw: a man on-horst back. I climbed down, shook some of the sand out
of my shirt front, get on my horce, and made for a faint trail where
going was better. I finally cam.: out where the man on horse-back stood.
He had a rifle in holster under his leg and a six shooter in his Delt,
a gunny sack with horse shoes tied to pommel of saddle, and in his
arms he had a bundle of wood strips which turned out to be strips of
wood for honey boxes, when bent around to form the box. I could see
with his hands full he could not get the drop on me, so I rode up. and
asked him if he knew where Montezuma's Castle was. "'.Veil, I reckon",
he said. Re then turned around and told me to follow him up the trai].
As we rode along, we talked, and I happened to ask. him if he knew a
William Cliff. "Well, I reckon", he said. It turned out that he was
William Cliff. I told him I had a letter for him from Buck;/ O'Neil
and he replied that he kn^w it. You can imagine my surprise: first man
I had met on that long trip—there in that desolate canyon.
Well, to explain this strange meetinr. Mr. Cliff went to Fort
Verde from his home the night before to buy some horse shoes and material for honey boxes. He stopped over night with some friends in one of
the abandoned barracks buildings, ana the next morning, went to William
Head's trading post, Mr. tleac toll him I was looking for him, so he
took some short cut trail to head me off.
There was no water in Beaver Creek. We rode along and finally
Montezuma's 'Jastie loomed up. We rode up close as we could. There was
the Castle,—five stories high—that I had been looking for. I was
very much excited and filled with awe. »¥e just sat on our saddles for a
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MONTEZUMA CASTLE IN 1894 (CONT.)
short time and gazed, finally I pot my little wooden camera out and
took a picture of the Castle from horse back. I t seemed to me about
impossible to climb up there, and we just sat still and looked and
looked. Finally I said that I would like to try to climb up there ana
wondered if we could make it. William Cliff told me that he haa passed
the Castle for twenty-five years and had never been up there. "We will
try it if you will come and stay with me to-night", he said. It turned
cut he wanted me to be with him when he arrived honk- as his good wife
would scold him for returning so late.
We took the saddle^ off our horses, took off our belts and six
shooters. He took his rawhide riatu and I took my camera, and we went
at that eighty foot climb. We pushed and pulled f-ach up someway—there
was one short ladder, tied together with nieces of rawhide, that helped
a bi-c. I think he told me some soldiers from Fort Verde, years before,
made the ladder. There was one small openin* on the .right hand side.
It was a broken opening, not a real door made by the cliff dwellers.
Into this we craxvled, and rested a bit anJ ~ot our wind. Th<* floors
were covered a foot ueep with bat deposits and the wooden beams overr
head to support the ceiling were smoke stained. Over those round
timbers were woven matting, made from brush, then adobe cement, but
there was no opening to rooms above, ^e worked our way slowly through
small- openings to the next room, and so on till we got to the- last
room on that level. Then there was a stepping stone in the wall, and
a hole above to enter the second story. Then we had to work our way
the entire length of the second story until we reached the last room
and there was another stepping stone, and hole abov,. So it was, till
we reached the top of the fifth floor. This showed plainly the Custlewas built in a way to bast keep out enemi3S. Tho enemy could not rush
up from the bottom to the top of the Castle; it was strictly built
on the defensive plan. We found, broken pottery and numerous corn cobs.
I brought home all I could tie up in my coet behind my saddle-;, back
of some of the rooms ware little openings' into roun^ caves, like dugout
holes, where their food was supposed to have been 3tored.
On the top floor was the room for the Chief, right under the
cliff. This top floor had a low wall in front with holes throu.h it to
shoot arrows or drop stones down on enemies. On., of my pictures show
this low projection, or balustrade, with William Cliff standing by.
We also found a fow arrow heads.
Two years after I explored this Castle, the Smithsonian Institution explored tre Castle and found two mummies br,ck: in one of the little
caves in the rear of one of the rooms.
We prowled, and aug around, for some time, and took pictures; then
started down. Climbing down was harder than climbing up, but we finally
made it, saodled up our horses, and started for Montezuma's 'Well some
twelve miles away. The going was rough, there was no indication of the
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big chasm we were caning to. The horses hoofs clattered over the stones,
then the big; deep hole appeared ana,within,the bottomless pit of clear
3.,ri:4 f.atcr. There were some small cliff dwellings in the vertical
walls which were inaccessible for u to try to enter. »»e rod- arou d
the vast hole until we came to the ruins of the lookout tower. Near
there were stone stairs hewed out of the solid rock, we clambered down
these stairs for 6 "ray, then a roush trail took us to the edge of the
water. These stairs have almost disappeared. There we entered a series
of cave dwellings. «je lighted our candles ana crawled in through small
rioor-like openings. The ceiling was low so we could not stand upright
but had to bend our heats slightly. The sides end ceiling was black
with smoke but the floors were not :overeu with bat deposit as much as
Montezuma's Castle floors. It retlly looked as if the cave dwellers
had just moved out.
We picked up a number of small arros heads and killed a rattlesnake,
I remember, but w/hat impressed mo most was the stone Loor steps, or
sills, that we ha;: to step over f.oing through the small openings from
one cave to another. The door sills "jure about eight inches high, and
were worn smooth and round; not by hob-nail shoes but by moccasin-clad
feet. I stood and looked at these worn door sills and was filled with
awe, thinxing how many years it must have taken to wesr down those door
sills. It is too bad the present owners of Montezuma's .veil have done
so much digging for bones ana old implements, for now it doe-s not look
like it dia forty-three years ago.
In a way, Montezuma's Well surroundings improssea me mora than the
Castle as I hau read about the stcr,r of Montezuma throwing his wealth
into the well when he «/as driven from Mexico by the Spaniards. I could
hardly tear myself away. Th_; government really ought to include the
rf'ell in its 2-iationai Monument.
We finally took our last look and started for 'William Cliff's home.
The day was getting late when we approached his lor cabin in a grove,'
as I remember, of peach trees along the ereec. He was ahead of me and
I heard a woman's voice scolding him for being so late coming home. I
heard him quiet her by saying "I have brought alon^ a man from the
•Jtates who is goin,:. to stay overnight". I rode up to the house and he
introduced me to his wife. Then he handed her his honey box lumber,
threw the bag of horse shoes on the ground, and said, "Come on". "I
want to show you one thing more before dark." We rode on a short way
and cam-r out into a red granite canyon. The walls »vere just covered
with ancient Indian hieroglyphics, or picture waiting, -i.e. scraped the
moss off and got two pretty food pictures of these- (which I understand
are the best in Arizona to-d;:y) . When I visited this place in April of
this year, I took my photographs alone and they checked up just the same
as forty-three years ago.
I was very muoh impressed,I remember,tryinr to study out the different pictures and tried to imagine that long ag'o there must have been
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a vast meeting of Indians there and these pictures were perhaps the
recora of their meetings. I recall there was no picture of a horse,
which showed it was done before Oortez's time, for lie was supposed
to have brought the first horse to America.
IVe left the picture rocks and rode back to William Cliff's lop
cabin. The kerosene lamp v;as lighted and supper war or. the table.
Mrs. Cliff was busy fixing the last touches of a bounteous supper.
She was a dear motherly woman. There also were two young sons and a
daughter Bertha, ten years old. we sat and visited around the table
until bed time. The cabin contained only one room. A large white
army tent was attached to the cabin in the rear -where I was shown a
cot with nice white sheets—the first I had seen in months. I slept
so soundly that night I was not aware the entire family were sleeping
right arounu me until I woke up in the morning and saw all the empty
beds. After breakfast I. took a picture of the family,and the two
boys were photographed riding calves in the small corral.
•During the supper the evening before, there was some jokes about
a bald spot on my head. They wanted me in the mornine to go'to some
hot soda springs near by and take a bath to make my hair grow. So,
after bidding the family good-bye, "William Cliff ana I saddled up and
rode quite a way to these hot soda springs. There were two large
springs in a heavy grove of Cottonwood trees. Around the edge of the
springs was all white with soda. William Cliff undressed and jumped
into one sprinfi. I took thf. other, but more slowly for it did not look
so very inviting. I crawled out on a fallen tree that lay over the
spring, and let myself down into the water and, to my surprise, I found
out I could not sink. The warm water came up with such force I bobbed
around like a cork in a hose nozzle. I let go of the tree and, OhI how
I did enjoy that bath. It was the first real bath I had had for many
months. William Clifffe,otout and dressed, but I hated to leave the
warm water. There was sand that came up with the water, and the sand
went between my toes. In fact, it was like a sand rub. William Cliff
picked up my camera and took a picture of me bobbing in the spring,
which I still have.
These hot soda springs now are owned by Mrs. Flora Finnie who
conducts a dude ranch 'nearby.
After our bath, I bid William Cliff good-bye, and started back,
by directions only, for Fort Verde which I reached about noon.
It might be interesting to state here that this ten year old,
Bertha Cliff, and I have kept up all these lone years a letter to each
other about once a year.
°n arriving at the William Head Trading Post, Fort Verde, about
the first question I asked Mr. Head was: "Where is the horse you want
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me
me to
to take
take to
to Prescott,
Prescsott, for
fo.. I am anxious to get started back, and think
I can nake the fifty-eight mile trip, with two horse3, this afternoon?".
But he told ma that the horse had not been brought in from the ranch.
He
"-• asked
asked me
mo in
in to
to have dinner an^ suggested spending the afternoon
looking
pache burying
looking up
up the
the old
oL "Aoache
burying ground
round" and some "petrified trees",
which I did. Someway I do not remember now how either of these olaces
looked, nor how I passed the afternoon. I was anxious to see the new
horse ana get started back to Prescott. Mr. Head and I had supper
alone that evening, a short visit, then to bed.
The nei't morning 1 saw the horse I was to take back to Prescott.
It was a smtll child's chunk of a pony that I suppose Mr. Head had
wintered on the range for a friend or his in Prescott. Perhaps you
can imagine my disappointment for the horse I was riding was a small
horse and all the time on that Ion.;, trip I kept wishin£ I had the large
horse I used on the ranch (Old Roman we called him, for he haa a Roman
nose) .
The pony had a Ion;., rope around his neck. I picked up the rope,
bid Mr. Head good-by, mounted my horse, and started for Prescott, via
a short cut, and according to :.'.r. 'leads' directions. I well remember
he told me that around noon I would come to a house at a fork in the
road where I could get water end something to ear,. But I never saw
the fork or the house .
The pony leu alone all right until we got behind a butte so he
c^uld not see the fort buildings. He just would not go any further.
I pulled and tried to drive him, out he would not budge. I thought of
turning him loose and have him < o back but that was out of the question
for Mr. Head ha:., treated me so royally.
The pony must be taken those long fifty-eight miles end delivered,
in Prescott someway. I took my saaule off my horse and put it on the
pony, and by digging my spurs into his sides got him started. I found
later thet my horse would follow without being led. It was slow going
and hero riding, but we ke;>t it up until along late in the afternoon
when I heard, a noise behind me. On lookie,. back I saw a four-horse
stage coach comin; . I pulled out of the read, took out a small medicine
bottle half full of whisky that my mother had given me (for medicine,
of course) before I left homo and when the stage came up I told the
driver I would ^;ive him a drink for a ri'^e to Prescott.
"Tie the critter." o,. behind", he said, "and hop »up here". I did,
and, tossing the bottle away, he loosened his foot on the lon.~ brake,
cracked his whip, ana we started, but there was an awful jerk and
then a snap. The roue on th.3 pony had broken. He refuse^, to be lea.
The uriver stopped, I caught the pony, and at th-. driver's suggestion,
tied a long rope that was in the st;ge to the pony and got back bBside
the driver, holding the rope. I was nearly pulled ov.r the top of the
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stage and we hod to give that up. "Well pardner." the driver then said,
"I have got to make th.3 train with my mail.
Yen will have to unload!."
That ended my state ride, and how I did hate to leave that soft-cushioned
seat.
I rot down from the stage, put the saddle back on the pony, dug
my spurs into his sides, wid kept in sight of the stage all the rest
of the way to Proscott.
I got to Prescott finally about dark, delivered both horses to the
corral, pair iny very smell bill, and went around and told the man who
owned the pony where it was. If I lemembor riclit, he owned e wholesale
whisky store. Ho said "thank you" but die not offer me a bottle of
whisky, or even a Cigar. That was the end of my trip to Montezuma's
Castle. It took four days. Last April I made the trip with automobile,
checked out all the places mentioned, and ended the day at Jerome
Hotel for the ni^ht.
Times have changed since Arizona was a territory, forty-three
years ago—1394.
There was one mor<= really strange incident which happened in regard
to this trip.
Three years later, 1897, I »ant to Washington, D. C , on my wedding
trip. While there I visited the Smithsonian Institution and discovered
a large facsimile plaster cast of both Montezuma's Castle and Well. Of
course, I was immensely interested in looking it over. It was perfect
in every detail.
Years went on. I went to Washington a rain, and lost no time going
to the Smithsonian Institution, for a look at my beloved Montezuma's
Castle and Well. I could not find thorn although I looked all over.
Finally I began to inquire where the plaster casts were. I was finally
directed to go up on the thirc floor to a certain office. I entered
the office. A kindly old gentleman was sitting behind a roll-top desk.
"Why are you so interested in Montezuma's Castle?", he asked. I told
him that I explored the Castle in 1894, just two years before the
Smithsonian Institution explored it in 1396. He ;ras a very kindly aipearing gentleman and pleasant to talk to. In our talk I happened to
ask him if he knew Bucky Q'Neil, my old friend. fl= shot out his hand
and said he wanted to shake the hand of an old friend of Bucky's. It
turned out this gentleman I was talking to was at the head of the Smithsonian Expedition that explored Montezuma's Castle in 1896, and that
Bucky O'Neil was with them and assisted. He said, "Now I am going to
show a friend of Bucky's some-thing few people see". He pulled out a
drawer of his desk, took out a bunch of keys, and took me into the attic
of the Smithsonian Institution. He let m-. roam around and examine
things while he was looking for the plaster casts of the Castle and Well.
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He finally found them and pulled there out into the aisle. He then told
me that they were going down stairs where they belonged and that the
next time I came I would find them there.
When I 3aid good-bye to him in his ofi'ice, ha handed me his card,
and told me to be sure to call on him whenever I came to Washington.
(Sorry that I cannot give you his name, for I cannot locate his card.)
Tine passed and I went to Washington again—went right to his office in Smithsonian Institution for another visit, only to find the dear
old fellow had one sad or.
I think you will admit that this chance meeting1 was a .strange
coincidence.

A METHOD FOK
PRESERVING HABITAT
MOUNTS O f INSECTS
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ABSTRACT
A method of preparing insect larvae in a dry but life-like form
is described. An account is giver, of the preparation of habitat mounts
of barkbeetles usin^ this method of preparing the immature stages.
Although a good method for the preservation of insect larvae in a
dry though life-like manner has been employed in Europe Tor some years,
it seems to be little known or used in the United States. By employing
this methoa of preserving the immature stages and then replacing them
in natural position,:, in or on their host, a very natural, instructive,
and attractive mount can be made. This method seems particularly well
adapted for the presentation oi habitat mounts of burkbeetle life histories and associations.
The metboo. described here oi' dehydrating and preserving the immature stages seems to be rather widely known in Europe, but no published references to it Cun be found.
E miPMENT jTSED
10 Stender or Coplin Jars or similar containers.
Alcohol: 70%, 90%, absolute.
Xylol.
Turpentine U.S.P.
Wire baskets.
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The jars were set up with the above reagents in the following
order and proportions: 70$ alcohol; 90$ alcohol; absolute alcohol;
nbsolut? alcohol; equal proportions absolute alcohol and xylol; xylol;
..•;/! proportions xylol and turpentine; turpentino. The ground glass
portion of the lids of the jars wore coated with v selin:- to prevent
evaporation.
The wire baskets were made from #36 copper g-auze but a much
coarser mesh coulu be used if only lar^e specimens are to be treated.
The size of the baskets would naturally depend on the size of the material to be usea. Those used by the writer v/ere -.bout one inch high and
slightly over one half inch across, ana made from wire gauze about lg"
by 2«" in size.
METHOD
In order to get satisfactory results, living specimens should be
used. These are dropped into water readv to boil, which is than covered
and set aside to cool. L; rvae that tend to curl up when placed in hot
water, as clerids, ostometids, and dolichopodida seem to straighten out
better if left in the wat-.r until it becomes tepid, than if removed from
the water when it is hot. When the water has cooled the specimens arc
pricked one or two times, depending on thoir size, with a finely pointed
needle, dropped into a basket and plsced in the first jar of the aeries,
containing 70$ alcohol. The material is run uo through the succeeding
liquids at hour intervals. When the specimens finish their second bath
of turpentine they are shakea out of the basket onto some sort of blotting paper and alio zed to dry. It takes about 6 hours for them to dry
thoroughly at ordinary room temperatures. iihen diry they are ready for
use. Larvae several years old, prepared in this manner and mounted on
pins were observed in the forest insect collection of the Hochschule
fuer Bodenkultur, Vienna, Acknowledgment is made to Dr. F.rwin
ochimitschek.of the forementioned institution, who first outlined this
method to the writer.
When many larvae are run throurh together, a white precipitate is
often present on a good many of them but this can be easily removed by
moistening a camel's hair brush in turpentine and wiping the precipitate
off. Although the larger larvae shrink noticeably,the shrinkage of the
smaller larvae is not usually appreciable. A c--rambycid larva that was
34 mm.long when cooked,was 29 mm. long after it had been subjected to
the above outlined treatment; otherwise it was in excellent condition
and undistorted. Golorei larvae, as cleriis, lose a bit of th.;ir color
when handled by this method; white or whitish larvae come out almost
pure white; and the sclerotized portions of the boay are unaffected.
Though the treated specimens ar.; rather brittle, they will stand considerable handling either with the fingers or with forceps. To eliminate this brittleness a thrift to ei&ht hour bath, made up of 9 parts
turpentine ana 1 part rubber cament by weight, was given some of the
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A METHOD FOE TJ-'E PRESENTATION 01 HABITAT MOUNTS OF INSECTS (OONT.)
specimens after they were taken out of the last jar containing turpentine. This treatment makesthe material more flexible but adds a shine
and it is doubted if it would work on any but glabrous or nearly
glabrous larvae. Larvae have been left in any one of the betbs several days without any apparent injury, except that the colored larvae may
be considerably bleached when left in xylol or turpentine.
Several larvae such as tipulids and lucsnids which at the time of
treatment did not have much of a ik.t-body came through the baths in
worthless conuition. Best results seem to be had fi-om good fat larvae;
apparently the method if suitable only when there is a considerable
layer of fat beneath trie cuticulc that can be coagulated, like an egg,
by boiling. Occasionally, however, flatbed lai'Vaa, (Melenophila)
that apparently had a f»ood layer of fat, were rendered useless by this
treatment for any purpose but the. waste basket.
PREPARATION OF MOUNTS
The writer in making up a series of habitat exhibits of barkbeetles used 5" x 5" Riker mounts. Bark from barkbeetle-infested
lodgepole pine, sugar pine, and ponderosa pine was cut to fit the
glass half of a mount snugly. Rubber cement thinned with gasoline
was then applied to the inner surface of the prepared section of bark
to liven its appearance, hold the frass in place in the galleries, and
keep the inner surface of the fc;lass from becoming covered with dust.
Shellac would probably do as toell but was not tried, when the cement
was dry;the treated specimens were replaced in their natural positions
with glue. Thus a complete picture of the appearance of the inner
bark of an infested tree was obtained. Not only .vas the work of the
insect to be seen but the insect itself in all stages and surrounded
with its associated species. On the outer surface of the bark such
species as adult clerids, ostomatids, cucujids, etc., were glued to
show the insects found in this habitat. Insect points about the color
of the cambium and. on which a number was printed at the larger end of
the point were fastened to the surface pointing &.:• the desired object.
The number reierred to an accompanying explanatory sheet, which gives
the name of the insect and a short account of its habits and importance.
The completed bark sample v/as then placed in the glass half of
the Riker mount and pinned in as though it were the lower half but so
the specimens did not touch the glass. With thin bark as that of
lodgepole pine, the glass half of an ordinary mount was used an another
piece of glass was cut to fit flush with the outer sides of this half
and fastened down 'with Scotch tape in the same manner as one would use
passe partout. ivith thick bark, Riker mounts 2 7/8" deep can be used
and cut down to the thicknese of the bark. In this manner both the
inner and outer surfaces of the same niece of bark were used to show
the internal and external appearance of the bar.-: of an infested tree.
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A METHOD FOB THE PRESENTATION OF HABITAT MOUNTS OF INSECTS (CONT.)
If habitat mounts are not desired,cotton mounts can be prepared
showing the common insects found in a giver: species of tree.
As the brood of the western pine beetle is entirely concealed
in the outer bark of its host, it war, necessary to make up a mount of
this insect to make an axe-like cut at one c o m e r or the bark sample
to expose the brood ^aleries. Specimens or the larva.; and pupae were
then fastened into these exposed galleries.
To improve the appearance of the mounts requiring tho use of collars, the inner surface was paint'd a dead black with india ink.
This method of preservation will probably work for small caterpillars, fly larvae, end hymenopterous larvae, as well as other beetlelarvae. By its use it is possible tc maki instructive mounts rather
quickly and cheaply and should aid materially in making up worthwhile
mounts for class-room work and exhibition purposes.
Acknowledgment is made to Mr. J. M. Miller and Mr. R. L. Furniss,
both of the Bureau of Sntomolog-;, for suggestions ar.d criticisms during the preparation of the mounts.
* * * * * *SV«M** * * * *
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S Q U A R E

jMILE

By Donald Culross P e a t t i e

(From September-October issue of "Conservation". ^Tsed by permission of
The American Forestry Association.)
It was twenty-four years ago that I first saw Kennicott's Grove
from afar, its four-century-old bur oaks and its ancient shagbark
hickories rising high above the wat.ory green of the prairie. I hadn't
then heard of Robert Xennicott, the foremost pioneer naturalist of
Illinois, who was to die, at thirty, in Alaskan snows.
I didn't know that he had already collected all the birds and mammals, the slough mollusks, and the wood salamanders of this, his boyhood home.
I hadn't even heara of the romantic associations of the old prairie
groves, those wooded islands rising on long low ridges out of the
aboriginal grass sea. All of Illinois history is filled with the story
or the groves. Indians and first settlers made straight for them,
like the passerine birds on their migration. But they didn't teach
history that way in my school, and I knew then little about natural
history.
As it came about, I was to see many other sights and learn a little
about the fauna and the flora of a number of places, before I found
mys-3lf__a_ctually__liying at i'Iennicctt_' s Grove . ^ In the meantime I hadn't
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at any time supposed that, delightful as ray personal, associations with
it were, this square mile of Illinois land was, biologically, worth
much attention. After .-.ill, Robert Kennicott himself he d left It.
But in the fullr.c, :o of time, chance decided that Kennicott's
Grove was precisely where I wes to remain without leaving it even for
a night, for thrftu years, winter end summer. Intimacy with this
strictly parochial view of Nature opened my '..yes to its beauty. But
I learned ..lso the value of knowing some one thing, at last, with •*.
certain degree or thoroughness, be it only my on^ square mile.
With the pro1 len thus neatly delimit en one may almost accomplish
at tirnes^the ideal of every field naturalist, which is to allow not a
flock of Lapland longspurs to escape him, rot ••.. waif weed to evade him
in the ditches. Daily diaries make every detail a matter of dated
record and of first-hand evidence that the faults of memory cannot
damage.
First of all there is, for the- parochial naturalist just as for
him who roams a continent, the Admite taak of naming the beasts and
the plants. If you are surveying a vast province, ommissions are excusable. In a microcosm you must be able to call by its name everything that flies or runs or grows. Then come maps; the locations of
bogs, ox' conifers, of orchard trees, of cat-tail stands. These matter
vitally when you begin to study the animals that affect those habitats.
So, after mere systematica comes ecology. One discovers that the
low swampy woods, the elm-linden association of the botanists, is the
green heron association of the birds. Exploring my ponds, I learned
that there is an antipathy between cat-tails and bulrush and that where
they grow unlike sorts of.birds will nest, and from their waters pipe
different frogs.
Almost imperceptibly my notes began to yield up the details of
what Emerson calls the punctual almanac of the birds. My Grove diaries
tell the story of the great drought of 1934, of the rabbit cycles, of
the mouse-year of 1935-3G.
It was in 1935 that the whole neighborhood began complaining of
the damage done to fruit trees and shade trees by some creature that
was girdling the bark. Little teeth had sunk to the tender green
cambium. Who was at fault, and what could be done about it?
Squirrels, T knew, nibble the euds off the oaks In the great
hunger of early spring. But I did not believe that oven the ratty
little gray squirrel would girdle tr.oS. Porcupines girdle trees,
high up, and one year there had actually b>..en a porcupine and there
might be another. But these girdlings. were too low for a "porky".
They were even too low for a rabbit's tocthwork.
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Two possible culprits remained on' the short list of some twentysight Grove mammals. The mole mouse is a notorious girdler of trees,
but he dines upon the baric of the root. So that he was pretty well
exonerated although I had to admit that I knew almost nothing about
mole mice.
So secretive are their ways, so cryptic their life habits, that
even the owls, the most relentless mousers of the wood, seldom catch
one to eat if onu may judge by the contents of their pellets. Science
cannot yet tell us the frequency of mole mouse breeding, and Ksnnicott
gave no idea of thsir numbers right here in the Grove. In short, here
was an animal about which less is known than about the African elephant,
though it is ::. great d :al mora important to us.
But alluring as the trail of the little mole mouse might look, the
clues in the crime—anthropomorphicall;- speaking—of girdling trees led
to the remaining suspect, the prairie meadow mouse.
And suddenly there were meauow mice everywhere. I met them on the
road, and picked them up in my handsl As v^inter came on, the snow was
crossed with endless mouse tracks, and tunneled with miles of white
microtine subways.
Hawks came, with the fall migration, and stayec L.11 '.'.'inter, breaking all previous records both for individual abundance and wealth of
species. Never before had wu s en so much of the owls.
Ana we began to find dead miCc=. To a naturalist a dead animal in
the woods is alw::ys a challenge. Of what did he die? If he has a
bullet wound it may mean that hunters are trespassing. Marks of a battle
indicate fierce contests for survivel with other creatures. Is the
balance of nature tilting? If there are no outward indications of death,
has the mammal been poisoned? Did he die of starvation? Or have parasites or diseases begun to check a super-abundance, a dangerous fertility?
These questions it is the business of any woodsman or naturalist
to answer. For animals, and plants, are not merely species which one
may have fun in identifying. They are living things with histories
even now in the making. Dead, they are still biologically significant.
The next.spring, after the prairie had been burned off, I discovered
that the summer nests of the meaaow mice being compact and damper did
not burn completely, and it wae possible as never before to see every
one.
So I counted every nest on an trea which I measured and found to
contain. '5,600 square feet. There were thirty-two nests on this quadrat. Each nest is said to be occupied by a pair of mice, each pair
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making but one nest. How many meadow mice had there been on my «no
square mile of land in the great mouse year? If .11 the land were
suitable for mouse nests, that would give us hair a million little
tree-girdlers.
But now my maps, so toilsomely made, and in such detail for every
shading of ecological habitat, proved bheir worth. Potential meadowmouse country was loss than half the area. Even so that left us with
a .quarter of a million of these somehow likeable little rascals. Allow
for wide errors; say there were only a hundred thousand individuals on
my one square mile. Ev: n so, what wonder thut our trees were girdled?
That owls and hawks were never so plentiful?
The great mouse yoar came to an end, end many causes for our deliverance might have to bo thanked for it. If, however, one is to predict
the next recurrence of e mouse plague, one would have to understand
the reasons for mouse Dooms as well as mouse depressions.
If called, upon to make a guess I should assign some of the following reasons for mouse years: A sudden falling off in mouse parasites.
(But what controls this cycle I '.-'ill not even guess'.) And a diminishing in the numbers of their predators—weasels, shrikes, hawks, owls,
herons, and others.
And finally, no doubt, there must h'jve been a previous increase in
the abundance of mouse food, which, is largely vegetable. What causes
mouse manna in a richer harvest of the little -wild bulbs and tubers
and corms of our native wildflowors, into which the hungry, keen rodent
teeth sink so eagerly, which clever little paws roll into the subterranean chambers and horde? I found that I did not know.
Probably freedom of the plants from their parasites was part of
the answer. But of the billions of nematodes in the soil, of cryptic
fungi, some harmful, some beneficial, of the bacteria without which
life could not go on at all, I knew practically nothing.
Robert Kennicott lived in an age that was, zoologically, closer
to unspoiled Eden than ours. But the natural histoiy of Kennicott's
G-rove is not impoverished or utterly tamed. It still carries great
biological weight but instead of weighing in terms of the tons of the
thundering buffalo herd, we calculate the ounces of food per day or
per hour consumed by creatures like the shrews and mice.
Once we had the howling wilderness; now we have a subtler Nature,
and,- I suspect, there is distinctly less of the antler-trophy about it,
and somewhat more of modern science. For the essence of natural science
is long and minute observation, exact description, experiment, control,
and prediction. These may be encompassed as well upon the small scale
as the lar^'e. Perhaps far better on the small scale. What natural
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history needs is chains of small-scale observers—endless chains of them-.
For life itself is an endless chain. I cited the case of the mouse
year as a single instance of it. All the time, in my minute field of
vision, ether cycles were exhibiting themselves, other problems were
presented.
Absorbed in them, one soon drops the amateurish emphasis upon rarity, upon the occurrence of "strays" in the local plant and animal lists.
It is the "everyday" organisms, and life's complexity, its vital interrelations, its unb3lievable symbiotic oystems, that matter. In your own
neighborhood, as in mine, almost all problems are still unresolved, and
everywherej like the spring choir of the marshes, rises the triumphant
canticle of life's beauty.
******** g j'flYf * * * * + : * *
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^ri w^i°h ^he Boss rides one of his
hobbies; being some further remarks
on visitors and museums.
The other night when we were welcoming the newly married Steens into
our midst at a picnic supper, I ate two buns, two pickles, a half pint
ox' beans, and some other indigestibles; went home and went to bed and to
sleep like a baby; but at one O'clock I woke up and spent a couple of
hours wondering what a museum was. What the pickles couldn't do, the
museum problem did without half trying. The next morning Don and I were
holding a session and he founc that the late Mr. Webster declared 8
museum to be a place wherj you studied.- We promptly rejected that definition and then he found that Mr. wobster also said a museum was "a re-_
pository or a collection of natural,scientific, or literary curiosities
or objects of interest, or of works of art". Our museums might qualify
under that definition; a collection, I take it, being three or more
objects. Please note that he doesn't say anything about a large building
with an ornate entrance, glass cas.^s, artistic labels, or the mr ny other
things we associate with museums; the museum is- a collection of objects
of interest. So Don and I have founu out what .. museum is.
In defining a museum contact however, wo have to be a bit arbitrary
sinc^. vVcbster seems to h?jve nothing to offer.
In its simplest statement, we think that when a visitor meets a
mus?um in the presence of c guide who talks about the museum to the
visitor, we have a museum contact. We grant that in some cases this
is only a theoretical'contact; that had we a device which would register the intensity of the contact th-3 result would often be a blank,
but, lacking such a device, we have to assume that each museum talk
io a contact on each visitor who her.ro it.
Since we have no wry of guaginL the intensity of the museum contact,
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and
make compa
and since
since we
we do
rlo want
want to
to make
comparisons of one museum's pulling power
against another, of ono guide's talking power against another, and of
one visitor's reaction against another, we have made diligent search
for
ofofmeasuring
'"•v some
. - •sort
; :>rt
measuring stick which, poor as it may be, will be better
than nothing. The visitor, having paid nothing to get into our show,
will walk out on us the minute his interest flags, end therefore we
made the assumption that the time of his stay would be the rough measure
of whether or not our information was registering on his mind. We are
well aware that there ore several other factors entering into the loss
of interest on the part of the. visitor; that ono visitor can get more
information in five minutes than another can in twenty minutes; that
some visiters stay -out of courtesy rather than walk out in the middle
of a museum talk. These objections we hold are all flattened out in
the attendance curve of the first ten thousand museum visitors. Find
the average museum stay of about fifty thousand visitors and our theory
is that the next fifty thousand, under the si-me conditions of seasons,
personnel, unchanged exhibits, etc., 'will stay the same average time.
Jeveral cf these factors are variable ana it is our theory that varying those factors which will cause the next fifty thousand visitors
to stay, on the average, a few minutes longer will be rendering them
a better service, afeny men have contested this point v.ith me but I
have yet to find one who will go so far a.: to argue the reverse; that
the more we can shorten a visitor's stay in the museum the better
service we are giving him. (because one visitor stays ten minutes
and another thirty we cannot say the thirty minute visitor has profited
three times as much as thi ten minute visitor.) If 50,000 visitors
average 19 minutes in you.- museum and you make some rearrangement by
which the next 50,000 visitors will average 22 minutes, we hold that
you have improved your service; if on the other hand you make a rearrangement and find your next 50,000 visitors have averaged 15 minutes,
I would not be inclined to agree with you that the improved appearance
of your museum justified the change and that the decreased time meant
nothing. We will be glad to hear any arguments in favor of shortening
the average stay of the second 50,000 and its evidence of improved
service, but they must be good.
As a matter of fact the attendance seems pretty regular on a
less number than 50,000. 'we put 9,6P1 visitors through six museums
and got an average time of 13.8 minutes. This was between October
and December. Between January and March,on "ll,123 visitors the average time was 18.5 minutes. Between April and June, on 14,789 persons
the average was 19.7. Between July and September, on 17,202 persons
the average was 18.5 Mow if, next year in these same quarter periods,
we averaged three minutes higher, would you say it was an indication
cf better service or poorer service, or that it was no indication at
all?
All. this rumination is caused by Lav:. Jones writing in and saying
that we have him wrong; that those last two or thr^e months he has
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been reporting museum contacts he hasn't haci a museum, he just takes
the visiters into a room where there are several original beams in
place tnd wanders off into an introduction to the archeology of the
Southwest and that of the Wupatki reel on, bringing in the effect cf
Sunset Grater, and, in general, doin^. what we try to do with our
museum talK where we have museums, and should he stop doing it ana
if it isn't a museum contact, what is it?
Here is what we wrote Davey:
"My uear David:
"I should have answered your letter cf the 30th.about museum contacts before this but we have done some talking and I have done a lot
of thinking about it and so have held you up.
"Most certainly 1 do not want you to stop making these contacts,
nor do I want them reported as & part of the iielc trip. The thing
to do is to get a few artifacts together and buile a museum around
your talk. I will admit this is a little different from the accepted
practice of first catching your museum ana then starting a museum talk,
but I see no reason why the thing shouldn't work backward as well as
forward and just because it hasn't been done before is no reason i'or
our not doinfc it.
"So my suggestion is that, since you have called it a museum contact, you just go ahead and out a museum around it. Nobody knows yet
just what makes one of our museums click but I suspect that the main
ingredient is a guide who knows his stuff and likes to talk to visiters.
Given that base to build on and a few broken pots, a stone axe or two,
a couple of metates end manos end the museum is on its way and the
visitor can be held twenty minutes. Add L larger collection of materia],
plenty of glass cases, a lot of labels and some srt work, and the visitor
can bo held about twenty minutes, i'ill
a room pretty well full of lottery, have few or no labels, and the visitor cen be held about twenty
minutes. Run half tht stuff back in storage, scatter the rest under
glass with lots of labels, and the visitor can be held ebout twenty
minutes. Take the cases away, cut the remainder of the stuff to one
tablo of odds and ends ana, with Paul Eoaubien talking, the visitor
will stay about twenty minutes. Take the rest of the stuff awey, remove the table and, with Davey Jones telking, the visitor cen be held
about twenty minutes.
"The answer to all this is still a little beyond us but you have
contributed e new angle end can help out by going on ss you have been
going ana turning in your records as you are doing."
Cordially,
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